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A
Complete List of Materials fon Unit 19

(lItiMbers. based in class size of 3;.)
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a..

.4 4.

lessons in
wine!! item

itr-used
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11 paper cupsor 4-oz plastic contqners

labels for names (or tape)

pounds of sand
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1
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.
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1 0 0
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S-Z
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I

r

' I
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2
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I 3,14" :\
L4,3.6,7,\
),t 3,1,,'7

i 3,11,211

t4,

I ,

25,26

8,9
8,9

26 4`

* tablespoon of food coloring 9

bottle of bubble blowing liquid 9

*medicine droppers , 9,15,16,22,
26

*strips of blotting paper (1 cm. x 10 'cm.)

**jumbo (;),") paper clips

Mka-Seltzer tablets 9

*shuffle cups 9,16,25,26

.
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**white, tagboard clock faces ,
,
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i0 'if brass fasteners - 10I 1.

0

t .7.

.

* * t i m e lines-

ic hex of small paper clipi 1/4,..-..r.. .

- . '...
. , ..1, 6 s 10, 1 1

a* .
'!..30. sheets of newsprint. .!

.. .
t; ,* thin 'Candles, cut to be .10" tall,' matches

- 4 ea' 12. ' ti
*lumps of Plasticine or clay30 12,21,25,26

1

_. 1,1 *, .
,piece of cardboard,'17,4 x N." 12

1 " kitchen timer - . 12.1a 2 sheets of papers 2 colored ..
.... 12. .. .....-

Iti.-201 cflindrical ob)ects: I large (e.g., wastebasket), , 13
variety of small ob)ects-- .

.

,

4. At
s

'.Urilt'19 (cont.)

100 boxes of crayons

* plastic cylinders, " in length.

.
.

3' * marbles

I.

411Y

1,0

*pound'N..:ivy beans

box or part,to sore` cylinders

*beam balances (from Unit 16)

large piece of tagboard

red marking pen

.small (3" x "). cards '

a
1'

1-inch cubes, mirrors, masking tape and 'glut;
11) ..*** gets of MinnebtICS

30 **arlditibn slide rules
;20 * paper cusps ',

ur.' - *Ht-oz, plas tic -containers
1,
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*kit items as' well at
o

** printed 'materials available ;front Minnema Center,
720 Washington Avenue:S.E. ,-Minneapolis; Minn. 55455

** *available from the Judy COmparky,
- 310 North Seporid Street, Minneapolis, I innesota 55401
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" Notes on Seed and Plant, Ekberimdnts

(Lessons I aird,,2)

"
It is best to buy seeds from a reputable seed oompani,
though sbme teachers have had good reseits with.driecrcorn
and beans 'purchased at groeery,stores. Whatever your: -

source.of supply, pre-test your seeds'at hoMe, so that you
can tgetoothers 'if necessary. Soaking the dry seeds over- -

nigh; will speedup. gerinination §oaking for long.er . periods
cW,S no harm but children have to be-more careful in plant-
ing sthey donot bieak oft-the-sprout,
r

Besides corn and bean seeds , you will need a'few whoY
potatoesand whole onioris. In. some parts of the country
such pkoducts.are treated with growth - inhibiting' chemicals,
'so look for signs-of sprouting before you buy. The local
Farmers Market should be-a good source for viable potatoes o.
and onions' -1f yoU cannot .find any at your grocer's. °

Some children have never seen a bean plant or even a bean
pod an have no idea* how beans grow.: Some 'children have
seen only dried beanseeds, or frozen or canned gr6en beans i
that have been cut in pieties : It will be interesting to the
childrin If you let a few wax- bean plant's grow to ,maturity.+
The plants will first flower and then beabearisin pods. .
- . .
ConsuIt the MINNEMAST Handbook, Living Things in field"
and Classroom, for -other useful information about plants; .

.. .. ....
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FILMS

.4%

Oecropia Moth; Martin Bovey 'Finn Producer. The life cycle of a cecropia
moth is presentedwith great clarity. This is a creative film Show-

- ing the deyelopinent of the moth in parallel with the blooming of
different rolarits throughout a summer... done.

What Plants Need for Growth; Encyclopedia Brittanica Films, 1150
- Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette, IlLinois \60.091. SiMple laboratory

experiments are performed to illustrat the' baSic needs of plants- -
how water, light.,`minerals, air ana wa th affect plants and to

. show h6w plants react to favorable and u favol-able conditions.'
Children are encouraged to set. up siinilar peritnents and to care
for plants of then:own., 4.6

Wonders of. PAnt .Growth; Churchill Films, b.C. Heath and Go.- An
eight year old girl and a sax year old boy plant differen'. kinds of
seeds Lind observe their growth over a period of Im;s,. Plant

.,growth from roots, sterns., and leaves is also shown: ,The children
iii the film work independently/

NO1-E: The filnis are not referred to in the.leSsonS, but the children will
.benefit a great decal from seeing them, Wh,en you obtain the films, show then
durin'g the teaching of Section I. They will reinforce and extend the concepts
being developed in that section: Xhe_Cecropia Moth, for example, will show
the Children that animals as well as plants, Change with time.
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INTRODUCTION

In previous MINNEMAST. units the children. have had experi-
ence in observing and describing some changing and unchang.,
ing properties. In this unit we want them to.focus their
attention on the way' two changing properties in a system are ;
related to each Other. The children are guided to' discbver
the relationletween two changes by setting up a number of
experiments. In an early experiment the childrRn plant corn. .

They obsere_that there is a change in the height of their
plants that is related to the changein the number of days
since planting.- Similarly, as they drop marbles into a con-
tainer of water, they see that with each change in the num-..._ber of Marbles, there i.s.a change _inhe height-or-the-water;

'and that there is a relation (or rule that operates) between
the two changes.

Relations between changes like these' are called fundtienal >.relations. If measurements of the Changes can be made, the
relation can be Vividly shown on a graph. Therefore the
children' are given experience with several different methods
of graphing tte changes. (The stagei in the development of
graphing skills are outlined on the next page atlas intro-,
duotion.)

But even where measurement is difficult or impossible, the
relation between changes can still be investigated by obser-

. vation and/or experimentation-, . For example, the children do
an experiment where they let one potato sprout in the light
and'anbther in'the dark.' It would not ,be difficult for them to
measure and compare the longest sprout on each potato, but
it would be impossible for them to measure precisely how
much lightior heat) each potato received during the growing
period._ In such a case, the childryamcan.still observe the
rule (the functional xelatiOn),that operated. They can make'
a fairly accurate statement saying that the potato that had
less light had the longer sprout, or that there it a'relation
between darkness and the rate of grOwth. -t1;--4-

The concept of functional relations is emphasized at this
point in the curriculum beCaute it isbasic to man's attempt
to understandthe world around him. Ability to recognize and
interpret the relation of one change to another and to express
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that relation in concise form is an important aspect of Sdien-
tific and mathematical'investigation. The limited understand-
ing which the child acquires now will aid him in his attempts .

to explain his environment._ His understanding will gradually
be extended as his studies continue.

To bring, out.the advantage of graphing- in helping to visualize
functional relations-and to record and communicate data, the
children, are giyen many bPporunities to' plot their measure-
mentson grids. Stages in the development of this skill in
this unit are given below.

Stages in the Development of-Graphing

.

aper strip lengths , measured,by direct-comparison, are
used tb. represent. plant.heights vs. roughly equivalent time
intervals. Example. Each child cuts a strip-of ticke't tape
each day to, Correspond to the height of his growing cOrn
plant. He pastes these unnumbered lengths oftepe side by
side On a grid -Where the intervals mark the number of days
since planting..

2. Pape t strips Measuredby direct comparison are then
. ,

measured with a centimeter scare, and the numerical meas- f;

urement is communicated. Example: Each child keeps a
record in centimeters Of his plant's 'daily height: He exchan-

, ges this data with his teighba, and both are able to Cut and
paste strips-tkthe right lengths from the data.

. . _

. . ,. .
3. A strip, marked with a centimeter scale is uthed for meas-
urement, 8'titting out one of the steps above. Example: Each

-child cuts strips marked off in centimeters to correspond-to ,,,.

Ills plant's daily height.. tAthenhe pastes these numbered '
Strips on a grid, he (and the others) can see that it gives the

Plant height vs. dayS since planting. -
4. The length ,data is plotted on a grid without)iastinq on
paper strips. The appropriate length is measured'on the grid
paper with a centimetet'scale. Example: Each child marks.,
off the daily height of his plant incentimeters above the num-
ber of dayS, which are marked offsalong the horizontal axis .

1 t )
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5. Coordinates are added to the vertical axis.- Example:
X -axis is now numbered on the grid lines, instead of in the
spacs between them. Y-axis now only represents ceriti7_
meters , where previously it marked" off those meastirements.

6. Ordered pairs are plotted. Example: Child collects his
data, gathering a record of two. variables. He then plots it
by "going -O'ver ,"'to find the first coordinate, "going up" for
the oedOnd 'coordinate ;and marking the point at the inter-
section of the two grid .litres.

Some of the early activities lend themselves particularly
well to the earlier stages of*plotting. In later activities,
various. staga.slarj---suggested-a s -appropriate-, -but you-should
use your own kudgment, moving to more advanced stages as
'so-on as you feel your class' is ready. Stage.6 is developed
in Section 4 and will be reinforCed repeatedly in later work.
The work irr plotting is intended to give the children, skill in
graphing but, 'more intpodant still, to emphasize the func-

.. .

tional relations depicted by the graphs.

Many functional relation's involve a measurem,ent of the
tion of .an''eVent. Therefore The uhitincludes several lessons
which review the determination of duration and its ,associa-
tion with clock reading.:r. It is suggested that you use these
lessons as indicated in-the unit plan on page 6, but carry
the activities of Lesson 11' (T*elve -H'our Clock -7 Minutes,
Hours) on throughout the balance of the year, increasing the
complexity as your class progresseS.

This unit includes several ,activities involving functional
lations where measurement of a time interval is not a factor.
Examples_ are found in Lesson. 15, in which the change of
depth of water is a ssOoCiated-With the number Of subinerged .

marbles and in the series 'of lessons relating the weight of
'- an object to its volume' -- found by 'water- displacement. The

lessons' on weight and volume illudtrate not only functional
relations Which are independent-of tiine measurement's, but
also'lay.a foundation for work on density to be developed
later. Density itself should not be discussed at' this time.

NOTE: Fora brief summaryof the unit objectives,
turn page 163i,'

I
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'NOTES ON TEACHING THE UNIT

Some of the activities of Section I , Plants, will extend over
many days, though often requiring only a very few minutes
each day. .Howevet, some things in this section should be
done on certain days of the week. The lessonS of Section 2,

and ensuing sections, are to be carried olft concurrently with
Section 1, on days when the plant activities do not require
much time or have been completed. .The lessons of Sections
2 through 5 need not be done on particular days, but their
sequence should be maintained unless you feel that some
are not necessary for yotir class,

Specifically, 'the planting of the corn in Lesson I should be
discussed and done on'the first ThurSday that the unit is
used, with corn kernels,you,have soaked over the previous
night. The activities of Lesson 2 should be done on the

. -first Friday..., One of these activities requires wax beans
soaked over Thursday night. Additional pre=soaked beans,.

--should be. planted each day until the first specimens have
grown to the point where'they have their firseleaves. Then
-a typical bean plant from each .day's planting should be dug
up and the set arranged'in order of the number of days since._
planting.'

.!
Planting the ,pre-soaked corn on Thursday (and. the. pre-soaked
Wa:x beans- on-Friday), insures-thal by MondalAthere... will be
sufficient growth of the plants to perniit the first measure -.
ments. -Worksheets are provided only for recording. the'mea-
surementS of each child's corn plant. (Thre development of
other plants can be recorded on the chalkboard..) "The. period
of observation and measurement extends over three'week-
ends , so that predictions about the probable grOwth canbe
made every Friday and checked against the actu'a measure-
ments on Monday. On the first weekend., the childrekl can

'only guess at what will happen tti'thTerit'seeds. But by`the,
next Friday, afteemeasuting their- plants for five school day's,
they can perhaps'make more sophisticated estimates of,the
amount of growth that will 'take place-. When, pn the third
Monday-, they haye checked the pieirrout Friday's predictions,
the plants may be discarded -- but only after a full discus-
sion othe changes that have taken. place in the plants.

4
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The Suggested schedule for teaching (on pages, 677) should
be helpful in showing you how to -schedule the leSsons of the
unit so that the two daily periods devotV to MINNEMAST can
be usedmost'effectivety. It ShOwS a plan where you start
teaching, the unit on a Monday and explains how to modify
the plan for other starting days.

*ix
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HING SCHEDULE

If you start the,unit on Tuesday or}Wednesday, do LeSson 8
that day-and displacestheressans of Section. 2 accordingly
on the schedule -- conducting 4sesson 8 or Lesson 9 on
Wednesday.and 9 or 10 on:the following Tuesday.; etc.

If you start t e-unit on Thursday, do Lesson .1 that clay and
do not start the lessbits-o Section 2 until the following
Tuesday..

Wherever you see a blank on the right side-of the-p e, it
vIr'neanS the lessons of Section I will take up the two full
MINNEMAST periods for that day. When theplantb are dis,-

,.darded, which occurs. on a Monday,(the eighteenth .day since
planting the corn), yoN will have-no further need for this
schedule,

Section I 'Section 2, etc.

$

w.

T

LessOn

Lesion 9

W Soak corn kernels overnight for Lesson 10
.

Tes.son
s.

Th Ir .sson discussion; -children;
plant pre-sbaked corn; soak wax
bpans. for -tomorrow

..,

F Lesson '2: experiments with
potatoes and onions;., children'
plant soaked wax beans; pre"
dictions,about changes inthb,
plants; assign a child to Soak
a. few wax beans on. Sunday
night for Monday's plantingr-

19
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A

gi'ection 1, pontinueci Section 2, etc.,
.

Lesson 3:- first measurement
and record of height of corn
seedlings; check predictions;
observe, changes in other'plants,
making chalkboard record of
grt,,,,,:th 'of waN beans and of
other plants, a's desired; soak
a few more wax beans..

Continue plant-observations; Lesson I I.
:-.1easure and record corn-grow-th;_-__
plant soaked beans; chalkboard

__

record of beans., ,eta.; soak .a
few more beans. ,

-Same-.as

Th Same as 'Tend W Lesi-Ofi r3--

Lesson 4: predicting, but other-
vise same as T, W, and Th;
a.ssi .1 child to sOak beans on
Sqnday nigh

lesson 5 oheck.predictions7---. Lesson 15
plant a few more soaked beans;
soak aJevs7 more.. .

Continue plant o"bs4oations.; Lesson' 16
measure and record corn growth;`
plant beans; soak beans.

Same as T' Lesson,17

Th Same as 'T and W Lesson 18

r Lesson 6: preditting, btit other- Lesson 19
wise same as T, W, and Th;`
_last planting of beans.

Lesson "check predictions;,
final discussion of plants; .1

discard plants.

T

Lesson 12".

Lesson 14
.

fi

Continue unit
segUentially.
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SECTIW. 'PLANTS

PURPOSE

- To give the children some experience- with living plants.

- To have the children observe, describe and compare
Aanges in the plants,

To teach ways of representing and recording the changes.;.

.To teach the making and reading of graphs.

- To convey the idea that graphs are "pictures" of certain
relations between changes. .*

To show how graphical record's of relatickiS'can be-used'
tO describe and predict changes.

COMMENTARY
t

Lesson I involves planting corn kernels that you,have
soaked overnight to speed up germination. It is best to
schedule ,this lesson for a Thursday., so that 1py,the follow-
ing Monday there will he enough-plantgrowth for the
dten to ,measure. Therefore, if you plan to start _teaching
this unit on any Other day; begin with Sectfon -2 .and return
to this lesSon onAhe first Thursday.

z,

Lesson 2 provides some experiMents the children can do to .

observe changes in potatoes, onions and beans. The les-
son provides an excellent opportunity for the children to
make up and try other experiments and they should be,,b
encouraged to do Sowith whatever varietyCf materials yOu
can 'provide. The children who-.,participate'in Activity E 6f,,
this lesson continue to-plant as feW wax beans (soaked-over-
night) each day for about,ten days.

,.c..

After the first seeds are planted and the .experiments set up,
'-daily plantings, obServations, Measurements and discus=

ions will not take up much class time. Use the remaining
ti e to teach other lessons of the unit (see Suggested Teac,h-
ing hedule, pp. 6=7) , but reserve-a full period or two for as
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final discussion of the changes juat before the plantsiare
discarded. If possible, keep the corn plants until the eight-
eenth day after planting ( a Monday) so that the children can
check the previous Friday's predictions, but dispose of other,
plants whenever you think appropriate.

Lessons 3 through 7 are concerned only with the corn seed
lings. In these le'sSone each child nOt only has the pleasure
of working with a living, changing thing- and of speculating
about, its development, but he also is given the experiencb
of measuringit, and recording and graphing the.measure-
ments: Each child shbuld become aware that the height of
the plant increases as the days paSS, and he should see the
connection between the numbers recorded in a table of plant
growth and a graph made from 'such a table:

'16

4.%

The child should'disC)ver.that by using a graph he can
s-ee-h. ant has grown, and even ven-

ture to predict how it will continue to grow. ought -t
learn that a graph is, in a sense, a pictureof the relation
between the height of a growing plant and the duration of

should also discover that the
t of

its growt sin
curve that shows his plant'4 growth is 1 e
other similar plants. This illustrates the fadt that living

4):things vary..

.510TE: .In ary work with plants, seeds should he tested,
ahead of time to determine theipercentageof germination.
If you test the planting procedures at home first, you will
also be able to anticipate the children's problemk and ques7

...bons; and to make a few'measurements to get an idea of
how the plants will perform. You may also want to'start a

,few extra plants in. .se some hildren are`ot successful .\
with theirs. -If eac, 40' plan s three corn seeds, in his
paper cup, atleast s . Sprout and one can be meas-
ured, the other bein , -.t' for a spare. Needless to say,
no `two plants will be exactly alike, but this in itself dem-
onstrates the variation inherent in-the biological world.`
Seeds 'will gerthinatembre rapidly and are more easily 'meas-
ured in sand, but soil may be easier to.obtain. If 'sb,: use
it. For more help and suggestions, consult the MINNEMAST
Handbook, Living Things in Field:and Classroom.

22
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Les Son I: 'RANTING, CORN

Conduct this lesson on a Thursday. Prepare fcir:if by soak-
ing overnight sweet corn kernels, (three per child and,a few
spares) and a few kernels .of other kindk_of corn, such as
popcorn, CaliCo corn or field corn,

In Activity A each child will plant three pre-soakedSweet
corn kernelt in a small -68- gainer-of sand or soil in order to
Crave at least one healthily growing plant to tend, 'obserVe,.
describe and measure during the next two weeks. Soaking
the core kernels speeds up germination, .so that by Monday
each .child should have.one measurable plant..

The diverSity of2Activity Ildeperids, on what materials yoU
can provide. It is de'Sirable that the children experiment by
plantingsOrne tinsoake'd kernel's of sweet core, by planting
a few other 'kinds of corn for comparison, by testing growth
In soilagainst that in sand,' and by seeing how-a cornplant
grows (I).in the'dark; (2) in extreme het and (Z)
drought. ;;'

Rathers-c-trs-sions_precede andfollbvy, the plantings.
Suggestions are given intheaCliktities-fopt&ctirection of

- these discUSsions, but, the children should contribute-as
much as they can to each. YoU may alsO wish to have thet---.2,-___:
draw pi at they'think they,seeds will become.;
and later.of the plants as t

10

(J.

Corn a very important American crop. It is processed in
Manly ways; some of which are familiar to children (corn
bread, corn flakes, born sir.uP, popcorn). Corn has an
interesting historyl' too; and it has sometimes been used as
a decotation in North and South American architecture: You
may wish to take advantilge of the cfiildren's interest in
their corn Plants by havi,ng them investigate some of these
areas in. their social studies (Optional Activity C) during the
weeks they are observing and measuring their;, corn plants.
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NIATERIALS
-- for each child --

3 Sweet corn kernels soaked overnight

I paper cup or other small container, filled to within one

inch of the top with sand or soil moist enough to cling'

when squeezed in the hand

- tape or label for the child's name

for the class

- a few soaked and unsoaked kernels of various kinds t

of corn

- a few.conta.tners of sand

- a few containers of soil

plastid wrap'

- 'a few paper ,bags

.
optional

pictures and hOoks aboOf

PREPARATION

S

.

ScS'ak overnight the three sWeef corn kerriels tequired, fot each

.child in ActiVity A, and some of the other corn kernels-vou---.....

plan to have, the children use in Activity B. Moisten tthe sand

or-soil:to:be used 'and fill the paper cups* or othF,T small con=

tainers-,w41.1-0Q)efore
class. Select an area out of the dire&

sunlight 'where the children' plantiygs will thrive. Except

in:the %xperimentS" of Activity B, 'do not let' the children place

plants on radiators or,in any locations where they will suffer

from excessive heat or cold.

PROCEDURE

Adtivity A

HaVe. the children'speCulate
about what will grow from a

,sweet corn kernel, how, large it will get, how long it will

take to reach a certain size, and, so on. Let them do most of \:

the 'talking, but focus their attention on several ideas:

1.

24
if
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a (I), Many things change from day' to day. (2) Living thing s
change in a way we call' growing -.-.which means to become
laiger in some way. (3) ii-1arits-a0 alive, and grow..

. i
Then askthe "qhildren bow they could ,,find' out how much the
seeds will grow and hOw theSrvyill change. They should .

suggest planting the-corn and observing the growing plants.

When the children have suggested plantitig,.,ask them to,
think., about what would make up a'plant-agrowing'systetn.
They, should be able to say that sand Or.soil, water',. and
light or warmth are necessary parts of such a,..sy$tem

'f
.

Now give the .children a container 8f
sand or soil and a label. Have each
child print his name or initia s on the,
label and paste it on the container..

Show the children how, to plant'their
seeds by pushing the seeds down
about one-quarter to one-half inch f

below the surfade-of thesand,
,smoothing the sand over the top.
(If the seeds are buried too,deeplk,
the seedling may`take lcinger to
reach the surface. A' good depth fOr.'
planting is aboUt equal to thethick
nes4 of the seed.)

NoW ask the children
(Lead them to choose

After the' seeds have been 'planted,
ask the children how they could'keep
the sand Moist over the weekend.
Then have.each child piece plastic
wrap loosely over the tqp of the con,-

stainer so that the sand will not dry
`out.

OnOhe Chalkboard, make a recerd:'
Soaked sweet corn kernels planted
byall students, Thursday, Jan. 5,2

$2,

where the containers shOuld be placed:
a shelf or table oil:ofia the sun.,)

.4*
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'452' Finally, gpk :the thildrd.n to make predictions about *Hat. , .'will'happert to.the seeds they planted, HaVe.them speculate:.. . .how quickly the plants ?nay KoW.in the, differentpolS-sand' 4

; 't ugg6st facto's (water, -sunlight, warmth, the que.lity'of the
.- seeds theinselves) which Might affect theate of groWth':6,

° * . .

. .Activity B ..
1 so . . ,

. .
,

,. I '
0..0 I In this actiVity.you want the children inAach group to use ,.
t.- - 'as7much'ingenuity as they can ip thililang of an - experiment,....-.

.. ., .. to do with then seeAs., If the.childrei'llave troilble,thinking.
drpldnt experitfrents by, themselves; ask the why you

.. soaked the sweet corn kernel's whiCl-f;they prazited.` If the,...:, , -.. . children have rip theories, .suggest that one group pl.rit ".
... - i some unsoaked seeds as an, experiment. tacit that all. the,, .

other conainhis of tilt planting must4:e the same. ,

'.I ; .',-, . . . .
. .,,. .

.A.
, . -- Other suggestions:.

:

i ., .. . 0, 4 4

. /
I .

Ask the Children'-to speculate about how pppcbrn triight look !, .i';
as itgrot Will it as largea° plant as-the-Sweet Corn? '..,
How cats.`. ey find out? : HaVe them plant some. - ..11 ... ..,:i - .. ,.. . . ,;- .3

e Many Plant's grow,in, thedesert; What 4 a desert like? : . e s'
(It.is hot and dry.1 Do youtfhin Popcorn would grow there? f *4, " e

40

How, can wefitid dut? Guike fhe Children to -plant some pop -,.
coin andplarce it on. ,a redator: ,

. '. - ,
Whenyou planted your sweet corn kernels,b why did I ask you .

, to 490.them out of.the4clitebt sunlight at first? Doe,tdo
. inuch.heat'from the sunlight prevent the kernels from sprouting
,, as. quickly? Dciek.it pre,vetit ihern from spibuting at all?

.
. .. Have the children set up an eAperiment to find out.
r .

.: ..,- ,-""' ,

How wil:tdark'ness affect a seedling's groWth? Have the CAI-.,.
. -,, ,..

,, dren do sorhe plantings ,and cover .e'ach container with a paper-
,

e

bag: The `may be astorhshediat what ha.pperis. 'The corn
seedlings alai, grow very feat at first, especially if it 'is warm
under the bagST, but later,-- though .they'maydontinue to giow
tall -- they. Will,become pale and sickly,froin the lack of light.
Do not4ell the children this; let them find out by observing.
theiriexperimentst. .No record sheets are provided for the, ex--
Pdriments of this' activity, ,lautyou can help the children keep .4'.
track of what they hlave:done by marking the containers and by
mrfting the data on the chalkboard.

13



Activity C (Optional) , ,

:: .
..

.

used. -.Reading, writing and'_art lessons may be used to take advan-
tage of the children's interest in their plants. (A despriptiOn
of some good primary boc4:sis given in the bibhografthy on

*
..

`' pace viii.) The childrenmight like- totalk about their own
e.xperie,hces With house and garden plants; or try some plant
6-xperiments at home., See the MIN:NEMAST Hfrndbook or
suggesti'ons..
. . n

NOTE: Read Les,son2, Which you Will ponduct tomorrow
(Friday),. so that you can.decide how. many wax beant to
soak, and hoW many other- kinds .of beans, potatoes aft?'

. onions you will,need.

Indians Husking Corn
44

2174
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I,eslon 2: EXPERIMENTS WITH ONIOIVS, POTATOES AND EENNS

I

c.

.
Conduct thrs-1-ess-cwurrfr1i-daY.- Prepare for it by soaking
wax and other kinds of beans overnight.

In' this lessqn. the children pbserve changes in growing
onions, potatoes and beans during two weeks. They observe
some effects ,of env06nmental conditions on the growth.
Small ,groups (four or fewer children) Carry out simple expeti-
:rents involving oneor more of these factors.. Two, or more-.

t:groups should be doing the same activity, but interest, can
be added by having each group Use a' different kind of onion,
potato or been. Results-with the different types of plantings
will be somewhatcdifferent, but not contradictory'., The Use
dra,variety of ma,erialS (either differnt plants, or sand in
place of soil) actually will furnish a kind of insurance of
some'results; and variation,in itself is an important .charac
teristic of living things. The kind of pOtato which sprouts
slowly; for example, maybe better for keeping in the store,
but perhaps not as "good:for groiqng a crop. Thesediffer-. enCes can be' exploited in'the /classroom as points for, discus-
sion and:4Specu1ation.

o

.
Quantities specified fOr eaChactiyity are sufficient fot only
- - - ,

one group: Double"ot triple,the'Arnounts,*as eieceSsa*

2 onions, 2-small"yars of water, toothpicks (ctivity a..
4' potatoes, preferably 'beginning to sprout (Activities B,

.
spring scale Or beam balance fromIThit't§. If beam bal-,
'ancp is used, provide stall paper clips orbeans a s
Weight unit's. (Activity C)

<1 Small plastic bag (Activity C)

2,snaal1 pots'of S'arod or soil, with saucers (Activity D).,.4
i26'4or more wax beans; .soak 2 or 3 beans overnight to be
ready for each day's, planting (Activity `,E) ..
1. plastic shoe box or pan of Soil (ActiVity E),

.10 row markers such as draft sticks,
.tongued6pressors (Activity E)

23

plant markers ay.*
-4

.
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PREPARATION

Figure out flow many gtoups will bedoirig each activity and
try, to find a' variety of onions, potatoes and beans to suit.
Onions dould include Bermuda, spring., white and red.

-,PotatoeS, could be Idaho of Ohio. Beahs could include wax,
lima, navy, green, or pinto. Have the group soak two or
three wax each night (for ten nights. or so) for Adtiv-
ity E.,

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Group A prepares, the two onions.. One onion isget above
water in a jar in the light and the othetc is- set up in the same
ways, but kept in a dark .place or.,under a Cardboard box or
paper bag. Usually within twenty-four hours small roots
will begin to appear on the onion kept in the light.,,,.The
children doing this activity should make.a drawing or other
record of the onions right after they have been. set up, and
another after roots appear. There is a lot of.root growth
before the top develops. If a Child should want to place an

r . onion -upside down over water, let him try that, too:

If necessary, use
toothpicks to- hold
onions in placd.

Onion over Water
in Light

I

2?

Onion over Water
in Dark

I



Activity B

'

Group B uses whole potatoes. One POtatb is placed' on a
table or'shelf in the light. A second potato is placed 4n
a dark drawer or cupboard. -Within a few daps the young
sproutS on the potato in the drawer will be. longer and paler
than thosfr on the ohe in the light. Only -a few of the
sprouts wi11 slevelOp. Drawiigs orother records should be
made of several stages of devel9pment.

>

Activity C

Group C uses pieces of potatoes . Cut several cubes- aboUt
one inch in size', withcat leaSt one .eye .in each' cube. Leave
thessskin on. One P.i.eCe should be exposed to the air and
one should be enclosed in a plastic bag., Keep the, latter
out of direct sunlight or Strong, heat. The exposed piece will
turn dark faster, shrivel and lose 'weight .due to evaporation.
Have the children weigh the pieceS with the spring scale or
beam balance immediately. Then liaNte them weigh the pieces'
after several days. The two weights should be,recordd so
that a comparisontof weight \changes can be made. Any
changes in appearance should also be described.

Activity D'

.Group D prepare.s two pots of moist sand and plants -a piece
of potato (with one or two eyes) in each pot. The eye shoWd
be abaVe' the sand level. After a record has been made, both
pots are to be watered, and
one placed in good light.. The
other should be nearby under' a
small-box pr light-proof bag.
Within two or three days' the
sprouts on the piece in the dark
will probably be longer and paler
than those on.the one outside-N
and sometimes roots will apgear
on the surface of the one in the
dark, especially if the soil is
kept quite ,moist .

4:2
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Activity E.
cr

Group E is to make a series of Plantings of beans to compare
plants that have been growing for different lengths of time.
The children should prepare a tray of sOil, and plant in it
each day two bean seeds which have been soaked over the
previous night. They should mark each row with the,date on
a craft stick stuck in heoil. (The extra. seed is planted
to increase the likelihood that at least one plant will develop
for each planting Care should be taken to cover the beans
with no more-than one - fourth inch of soil or an amount about
equal to thp thickness of the bean. The soil should be kept
fairly moist and two beans Rut to soak each night for the
next dayLs planting. Each large container\shoigd be labeled
with the name of the bean planted in-it (Wax, Ulna, navy,
pinto, etc.).

Wax Bean
Plants

At the end Of the first week, reports can be made to the
class by each-group, T-hese repbrts can be continUedover
the next week if interest is sustained.

When some of the beans of Group E haVe their first leaves ,
one of the seedlings from each day's planting can be dug up a
and the whole series arranged in order of the number of days
,since planting. The stages of development can be observed
and discussed, and the root structure studied. (Let some
,plants continu.e,to grow so the children can see they produce
first -flowers, and_then a new generation of beans.)

ti
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Suggestions for Discussions:

a

.

In Lesson 1 the children defined what they thought were the
essentials for a plant-growing system. In Activity A of this
lesson, one 'onion had only one element (water) Whichwas
considered necessary. The,children should discuss what
happened to the onion thus deprived, as well as to the
onion that, had' two elements (Water and light). They-should
compere -the growth of'the two onions and speculate further
about the abSence of soil:' Would planting in soil., with
water and light have made a difference? Consult Group D.'

z,

The children who did -Activ4y B should note that one potato
bad none of the essentials Of a plant-groWing system, not
even light. They should discuss how the light affected-
,growth of the sprouts and try to explain why. the potato in
the dari:sprouted fagter. (It.Prol5ably.was warmer inside
fhe drawer or cupboard.) Did :the potatoes perhaps have
water within them? --Let Groups C and D contribute to this.

Group C was not trying to grow' anything. Their discussions
should coriCern how the exposed piece of potato dried up and
discolored more quickly than the piece protected by thei pies-
tic bag, and why., And chiefly they should be concerned
with comparing the changes hi weight of these partial plants:

Group D should discuss what the deprivation of light li&to
the potato that hadevery other essential for-growth, try to
find out why it thrived, and comPare its growth with that of
the potato that had light. .

.The children who did Activity Eshould Make records of the
growth of the beans. If various kinds of beans were planted,
the growth of the- diff6ent kinds should be.compared.' The
results with different kinds Of beans will vary somewhat,
but will not be contradictory.

The general conclusions about the plant experiments shouldbe that plants vary a great deal in their 'growth: Some seem-, 'to thrive (at least for a' while) under conditions .which would
not beat all favorable to others. Some kinds of plants ,grOw
'faster than of'hers , though given the same conditions. Even
samples of the same kinds of plants" vary, considerably in
the way they grow. The children should especially note that

19
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the duration since planting (or since setting up an exfferi-
ment) has a.relation:tcythe changes in the plant.

NOTE: Plan on conducting Lesson 3 next Monday. This first
instruction. in observing the changes in the plants, and in
measuring .and recording measurements,, will probably take up

. the entire MINNEMAST time for that day. But, -after that, ar-
range for a:set time each day ter observ§aiion and measurement.
This should not require more than a few minutes per day for
the next two we,ek's, or until such time as yOu decide to hold
a final discussion and discard the planti.

20
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Lesson 3: MEASURING AND RECORDING HEIGHT OF CORN SEEDLINGS

Begin this lesson on Monday, provittng there is available
for each child a corn,plant .a least a half-.centimeter tall.
Measurehient should be made and recorded in two ways:
(I) by cutting a paper'strip.the height of the plant and
mounting it ,on Worksheet 1, the record sheet; arid_ (2) by
measuring the,,height in Centimeters with, a' ruler and enter-
ing the measurement on Worksheet 2,' the record table. alhe
children will 'probably need= -help with theneasuring and re-
cording for the first time or two, but later they should be
able to do these things' tbemielves. isor, Consistent results,
the plaritt should be measured at about the same time each
school day..

ti

0

Corn.Plants Growing in sand .
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MATERIALS

I corn seedling in container for each child

- Worksheets I 'arid 2.

- roll of ticker tape

- tillers With centimeter Scale (at least one for
. children):

cellophane tape Or paste

t)

scissors
,small pieces of yarn or string'

PROCEDURE

Activity A

each two

ts

61.

Distribute the plant. containe s and have each. child remove
plastic wrap from the to .Allbw some time fot the chil-

dren to examine the plant, , as they are usually quite excited
about the emergence Of the young seedlings. After that, ask
for suggestions .about detetmining hoW tall each plant is,
which is the talleSt, and so en.- Visual comparisOn of the
plants, use of paper strips, and use of a ruler:ate all likely
suggestions.

If germination has been successful, each container will, .

have two or three seedlings but proVide some otyour spares,
if,necessary.. Have each child select his most vigorous
plant to .measure and indidate which one it is by marking the
side of. the.coritainer nearest to it with a crayon or,pencil,
or by tying &piece of yarn or string loosely around the base
of the plant, Save the other seedlings to tfse in case of
accident acid also to d ern6 nstrate-that , even in the .same
pet, the plants will vary in size and growth rate.

Next ask for suggestions about recording the height 'of the
selected plants, 'so that the measurements will not haVe to
be remembered from day to7 day,. Again there are several
-suggestions the children might. mate,. But say that you have
decided they should.record.the measurements in these two -
ways



I . Every day each Child will cut off a paper strig4to-friatch
the height of his plant -that day.. He will then paste:
these strips in place on Worksheet I , the record sheet.

2. 'Every day eadh child will measure his plant's height to
the nearest half-centimeter with .his ruler. The plant's
height "willibe entered in'the table on Worksheet 2. ,

After' the children have briefly discussed measurement and
comparison, show` them how to measure with the paper strip.-

, With one hand, hold the strip vertically beside the plant
with one end tovhing.the,sand. , Fingers of the `other hand.
cari be.used.to mark off the -plaCe
on the strip that the top of the
seedling reaches. Holding the
fingers pinched together to mark
this place on the strip, move it
away from the plant, and snip'
the strip just below the fingers.
Explain that.you have moved the

'strip away from the plant before
using the scissors in order to
avoid cutting the plant. (You
ray prefer to haVe the children
mark the strip With a pencil, in-
steao(Of with their fingers. Or
two children might need to work
together-7 one child holding the
strip and', the other marking it.)

N
Now each,childshbuld cut his own
strip to the heigh of his plant.
Have the name Of t
calendar date) and.th
have the children' moun.
ask, "Where should we p
been since we planted.the
on Thursday, Monday is the
61 the planting. It: is npw ; "Da
shows .how tall the plants are on
dren planted the seeds.. (For contr
have the children color the tape with

e day (or the
time of clay written on the striP. Next

the strips on Worksheet I , buts first
ste them? How many days has' it

eds?" If t'heillanting was done
urth day. "bay. 0" is. the day

4; " 'The strip ; themiore
e fourth day afterthe chil-

t 'with the worksheet,
rayon, if you wish,) .

0,1
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Worksheets I , 3 and 5 .1
are ide-ntical' except tor-

. the worksheet number,

Worksheet 2 spreads over
two facihg pages in the
Student manual. Each
child should remove the
pages'and cut and paste
theiri together as indi-
cated.

All worksheets on which
corn growth records are
kept are used again and,
again throughoUt this
section. They should
be collected after each
daily recording So they
will not be lo4. YoU -
may wish to display some
different ones' each day,
,along with the plants
they describe,
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Next show the children how to measure the' plants' heights
with `the centimeter ruler,.. The ruler is set? zero end down,
on the sand beside the plant and 'a reading of Th." height is
'made. (If MINNEMASTuleis are used, you,May ignore the
length below zero Or have the children very carefully push
this length into the sard.) If a plant's height lalls between
two-numbers on the ruler's scale, a child should record the.,
plant's height to the nearest half- centimeter cm, etc,)

Each child's measurement of his seedling should now be' re!.
corded in the table of WorkslYeet 2. The row for days repte-
sentt days after planting the seeds. 'The blank boxes arq'to
be fitled'imeach day with numbers that represent the height
measurements..

.

Each succeeding day, allow, a few minutes for ,the measuring
and recording of the plant height.

OptionalActivities

%hp

1, An optional, Project whiCh you'can,do 1_,:Uou have a suit-
able camera -- especially a Poiaroid.camera 7 is: to take a
picture of one (the same) Plant each day, and make\a
play of the photos. Put grid-paper behind the plant. Mark,
with chalk, the spot,where the,camera and pbt are placed.
Be sure to use the' same plant and to take the piCture at' the
same distance,'allgleind time each day.

2. As you can see, the recordt the children ill Lie keeping 4
are numerical tables and height graphs-. Day, are numeri:-
cally recorded as "Day i ," "Day 2," etc. You-Might like to '
rnakea' large' class diSplay bar graph., which would record
the day of the 'week below the day number. This Could be a

2., bit fanciet - -'you might draw a picture of the plant instead
of recording its height by-length of a strip. Use a Plant yoti

,-,--set aside to measure, or qne of the children's.

33
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Lesson.4: PREDiaTING ,CORN GROWTH

Conduct this lesson on Ffiday. The children should measure
their corn -plants and_record the data; lust as they have been
doing' each day; but today they. should 'do some predicting,
too, The

to
of the weeicenci provides an excellent op-

portunity to- introduce-the idea of triing'to,predict what the
heights of the plants might be on Saturday,. S,unday and Mon-

-day. (In Lesson 5.the children will see that Monday's pre-
diction ca be che6ked'againstMonday's measurement, but
that Saturd y's and Sunday's measurements can only be es-
tirriated fron the' graph.)

MATERIALS

'the 'same as for Lesson 3'

. PROCEDURE

.
Afte'r the children have made their daily Ineasarenient of the

"'s . ,plants, ask them to look at'Worksheet I *herie they have
recorded their measurements with paper .strips; Ask them
whatthe plants will.be doing on Saturday and Sunday when
there no, schqol The children probably swill say that the
plants will be growing. .

o

Ask the Chilciten to look at their papet strips any see how
the plants have grown so. far, and hdw much taller they1/4,

e 'think the plants will be ori,Saturday.,,There should be, some
discussion at this point, since records of ,different plarits
will not be the same, but the children sbould see that most
plants .greW, a little taller evely d4 and probably;Will con-
tinue to d6: to on Saturday, Sunday and Monday.

Ask each, chil to predict how fall,he thinks his plant will be
oinaturday by iiking a pencilknirk on the worksheet Wher-

AO ever' he expects the top ofthe paper strip ,1z, be., This mark,
. should be in the columrijust tothe right of t e Friday Mee-

.
surempnt. Have each..child simitisiy indicate how tall he..
thinkS his plant be On Stinday-and'on Monday. (No
entries of the predictions should lie made on Worksheet 2.)

Make sure the plants hill', been adequately watered for. the
weekend, but do not wet the sand so muchthatwater remains

.26 "T 1'
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> ..on the'sUrface. If`there.I. ci danger thaf the plants might dry
C oLit,-Oade plaStic c.",01.t, 1^ Lltr.:f thein rather loosely, leaving a

little ope.ning f6r sonic, vy,,vc,t,i lotion:. RemoVe the plants frcim
window sill's if there .is a eljance they:will be 'top cold there.
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Lessen 5: CHECKING THE PREDICTIONS

Conduct this lesson on .Monday, the eleventh day since the
planting of the corn kernelS. When'the children make their
regular daily measurement of the corn plants, be sure they
first compare their new strips for Monday with their predic-.
tions for that day, and then paste them in the appropriate
column of Worksheet 1 , leaving two blank columns for Sat-
urday and Sunday.." .

'Activity C of this lesion requires more'predicting bythe
children: It is hoped that they will come to realize that data
from'previous Measurements re-Useful in making the predic-
'tions about growth.'

,Activity D shows the children the advantage of the centi-
meter record forcommunicating the results of measurements. ,
This is Stage 3 in the devejopment of graphing (outlined on
pages 2 and 3 of the introduction to the unit).

MATERIALS

- the same as for. Lessons 3 and 4, plus:
Worksheet 3 (the same as Worksheet 1, but used here
for predicting only)

Worksheet 4 (a sheet of centimeter, scales to be cut into
tapeS) a /

- Worksheet5'(same as 1 and 3, 114t used for mounting
centimeter tapes) .

PROCEDURE

Activity A.

When the children make this M,on ay measurement, they may
be astonished that thme plants ha e grown so much. Display-
ing a graph, .ask :.

HOW DOES IT HAPPEN THAT THE MONDAY KASUREMENT
IS SO MUCH 'LARGER THAN THE FRIDAY ONE? (It includes

\.;:;. two extra days' growth -- / Saturday's and SUhday'sj

co
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-As a matter of general interest, conduct a survey about the
`acclaracy of the prediWons that the children made for Mon-
day. You will probably find.there was a great range.

HOW DID WE CHECK OUR PREDICTIONS FOR MONDAY?-...--.
(By "comparing the predictions with the Monday measure-

k .ments.) v-

It is iMportnil: here that a distinction be made between a
prediction that can be checked by' ditect measurement (the
Monday one) and those that cannot be checked by direct oi

7. measurement (the.Saturday and Sunday ones). In the next
/ activity the children will see that they can only estimate

from a graph what the Saturday and Sunday heights we're. .

'Activity B

The children will see
the need here to; look
back" to estimate the
growth on Sdturday and
aunday. 'Show them
°.hoW toAot a line. (free-e,
liSnd) connecting the
tops of all the pasted
strips. This line will
naturally bridge the
Saturday and Sunday
gaps in the record.

Ask the children
whether they can tell
from their graphs how
tall the,r plahts were
on Saturday and on
Sunday. They shotild
suggest that the' places
on the dotted line that
'are above the Saturday
and, Sunday columns, ,

Days 9 and 10, ought
to show these heights.
(This is interpolation, whereas their predictions were extra-,
polation, but do qlot use these words for- the children.)

4 5 6 7 8', 9 10 1 1

(M) (T) (W). (Th) (F) (S) (Su) (Ni)

4 (1

,
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Activity C

Here the children have another opportunity to 'predict .growth.
Ask: O

WHAT WILL THE CORN PLANTS BE DOING BETWEEN NOW
AND TOMORROW? (They will be groWin, getting larger

',and taller.)

HOW TALL DOES EACH OF YOU THINK HIS PLANT WILL
BE BY TOMORROW? BY THE DAY AFTER THAT? BY NEXT
WEEK?

HOW COULD WE KEEP A RECORD OF ALL OUR REDIC-
TIONS?

Lead the disousdion to th'e idea that each child'bOuld mark
his' predictions-on a worksheet by putting a mark Where he
thinks the top of his plant (the topof his tape) on
that clay. SUggest/that such predictions could be made or
each day.

.

HaVe the children u'se Worksheet 3 for their predictioni.
Tell them to make crayon markS for each of the next seven
days, Predicting hoW tall they think their plants will be.
The crayon mark for each day shoUld be made where each
child thinks the top, of his measuring tape will be on that
day. ,The children may find it helpful to their, predictions to,
pencil in marks showing where the tops, of the tapes were on

--previous days; but let them know that they Will_haVe an\op-
portuni.ty each day to change the-rethain.ing precitco.ons if\
they think they can improve them'. They can maka each new,
set of predictions with a different color of crayon to differ-
entiate between them.

After a few days,' the children should realize that their more
complete actual.records are helpful in making better predic-
tions..% However, .toward the end; The growth of the Corn
seedlings may slow dawn, and the children may discover
that their predictions are becoming less reliable. If this
happens, they 'Will have made an important discovery -- that
predicting beyond the:range of the data (extrapolation) may
be unreliable; . .

S.
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In all discussions of the records of the changes in the height
of.the plants, emphasize that there is a relation between.the
nurnb4 of days since planting and the height of theplant.-.
This relation permits us to (I) make estimation of what the
height of the plant may, have been between measurements that
have already been made, and (2) make estimations of what the
height of the plant is likely to be in the fttture when measure--
ments have not yet been made. Such considerations introduce
thq idea of a functional relation between two changirrg quanti-
ties. But at this time it is more impottant for the children to
see that there is a relation and to apprediate AS usefulness
rather than for them to be able to define the concept.

Activity D

This activity shows the children how the, use of a standard
unit of meaSurement.helps in cOmmunicapng measurement
results. Ea2gli child leains this by constructing, from his
neighbor's data\ on Worksheet 2, a new graph with strips of
paper scaled in\centimeters.

411,*

Assign partners and ask them to exchange*their copies of
Worksheet 2. Say that' each child will now use his partner's
measurements to make a new graph of the data given him on
Worksheet 2. He will do 'this by lo ing at each day's Mea-
surement, then cutting a strip Of that ngth froin Worksheet 4
and pasting it in the, correct column of orksheet 5. Point
out that Worksheet '5 is labeled in exactly the same way as
Worksheets I and 3, so there should be no difficulty in
finding the appropriate column for each strip. Remind the
children to leave two'blanks for the missing measurements

the Saturday and Sunday data.

When the new graphs are completed, ask the children to
connect the tops of the centimeter- scaled, strips with 'a free-
hand line. Needless fo say, these lines will not be too
accurate, but they are preferable to lines down by a ruler
because: (I) graphs of 4rowth can never be exact, as many
of the intervening points are unknown, and (2) mechanically,
rulers would be difficult and 'frustrating to use here.

NowNow have the partners compare the new graphs with the
original strip graphs (Worksheet 1). Hopefully,Athey will

31
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haVe approXimately the same shapes. 'White there.will be .

some variations because of mistakes in measuring, plotting,
pasting, 'etc. , the children Should seethat the numbers,,per-
mit them to exchange information easily.

Ask:

HOW COULD' YOU GIVE YOUR PARTNERTHE INFORMA-
TION ON WORKSHEET I IN A LETTER? .(By sending pic-

. tures of the plant, Strips of tape, ,graphs, .measurements.)

HOW pOULD YOU GIVE THE INFORMATION 'BY TELE-,
PHONE? (Only by giving the measurements.)

WHY DO THE GRAPHS ON WORKSHEET I AND ON'WOIN1'=
SHEET 5 LOOK ALIKE? (They .are both records of the
same plant.)

Encourage the children to estimate points in between the
data points, such as height at midnight of a certain day, etc.

During the rest of-the Week the children will continue their
daily measurement, extend their graphs, `and make predic-
tions. On Fridaythey ¶11 make predictiOris.again and pre-
pare the plants for the weekend as in Lesson 4.

\
\

lo
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Lesson 6: .PREDICTING igiOl<MATION

This lesson, is essentially a repetition of.Lessen and
should be conducted on Friday, the fifteenth day s.nec the
planting of the corn. The children may be more accurate in
their predictions for this weekend because of their experi:-
epee: However, the height increase by NIonday may not be
as dramatic this time. The rate 61 growth depends greatly
on the temperature of the room, the woather outside, the
nutrients in thd s=and or soil, and the age ,..)f the plant.

MATERIALS

corn plants

'1,VorleSheets I and 2

- colored pacils or crayon's

PROCEDURE

Activity A .

When the children have made their daily plant measurements,
ask them to loo,k at 'the records for the previous weekend to
see how accurate their predictions were. Tell them to esti-
mate how tall their plants will be on the coming Saturday,'-
Sunday, and Monday. Have them do this by again making a'
pencil mark on the paper where they think the top of the
paper strip will be 'for each .day.

Activity B

Ask the children to predict in centimeters how tall they think
the plants will be. Have them epter these predicted mea-
surements in their record table (Worksheet 2) in some speCial
way -- perhaps by writing the number,of centimeters with a
colored pencil in the prediction boxes so that they
know these are predicted, rather than actual, measurements.

Take the usual precautions in preparing the plants for the
weekend, with extra water, and shelter from the cold, iP
necessary. Remember that too much water may harm the
plants.

4 7
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Lesson 7: CHECKING THE LAST PREDICTIONS

This lesson is like Lesson 5. It should be.conducted on the
last day that the corn plantsareobserved and measured.
This. should be Monday, fhe eighteenth day since the corn
kernels were planted.

After this lesson the -plants are.discarded or sent home with
the children, and you need no longer schedule lessons from
other sections to fit in with the plant lessons.

MATERIALS

corn plants

Worksheets I.-5

centimeter rulers

.

PROCEDURE

Activity A

When the children make their Monday measurements, be sure
the paper strips are mountecrin the correct columns, leaving
two blank columns between the Friday and the Monday mea-
surements. Because, the children.haVe done the procedure
before-, they will knoW that they can check their Monday
predictions by measurement and that by "looking back" and
dotting in connecting lines they can estimate whatqh,e mea-
surements were on Saturday and Sunday.

Start a discussion of how the growth of the plants over the
two weekends compare. Guide the talk SO that you can find
out how well the Children understand the use of the strip
records and the connecting lines as a means of predicting
and checking prediCtions. The children should alSo under-
stand clearly, by now, that the strips and the records in

'their data tables are ways of recording the past growth of
theit plants. ,

It is important to repeat the distinctions between predictions
which can be checked by diredt measurement and the predic-*
tions Which can only be checked by estimated measurements
'derived from the graph -- the Saturday and Sunday ones.

'48
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Activity- B.

Repeat.Activity lD. of.Lesson 5, where the children exchanged,
their copies of Worksheet 2. Have them continue filling in
the columns of Worksheet 5 with centimeter strips fOr the
lengths their partners have filled in on Worksheet 2 during
the past week.

Activity C

Uproot some -of the extra plants. so that the children can see
root systems and haNie them discuss the fact that some parts
of the plants were grdwing unseen while the visible parts
were being measured.

Now make some final d isposition of the plants. Probably
most children will want to take their plants and records'
tome. If it is mildlytcold.,, cover the plant's with plastic
wrap for the trip :hor e; if 'it is very cold, use several layers
of newspaper to protect them. (You May wisho keep a .few
corn plants the classroom so that the children can con=
tinue to.enjoy them. You may also wish to use some of the
inaterials on hand to plant flower seeds.. Scarlet, runners
are highly recommended because theygrow very fast and
will usually bloom well in the clasStoom. o'hly.one
runner seed in each small pot and transplant to a larger pot
later, if nedessary.),

N4TE: ContinUe sequentially through the unit from whatever
lesson and' section you'have reached concurrent with the com-
pletion of work with the plants.

49.



'TIME DURATION AND CLOCK READING]SECTION 2

PURPOSE

To provide background for those relations in this unit that
are associated with time.

To extend work with measurement of durations.

To review arld'exend knowledge of clock reading.

COMMENTARY
,

1The lessons.in this section continue the association of clock
reading with durations from noon (Or midnight) that were
started in earlier units ;particularly Unit I 2, 'Measurement

. with:Reference Units. You can carry this work.on through
the'restofthe year, progressing at any rate and at-any level
you think appropriate for your class. We indicate that the
time line can be extended to ttclude weeks, months and
years , but We do-not specifically develop, this. However,
the' last worksheets of this section,dan be adapted for this
'purpose and you should feel free to change them to suit the
needs of .your group.

This section begins with ah experiment in which the children
work with a crude water clock. The clock cohsists of a .
,paper cup with a small.hole in the bottom through which
water drips into another container beneath it. The children
calibrate this clock -- that is, they establish a numeral
scale which-shows the water level in the lower container at
measured intervals. The duration'6f titie.intervals is deter-

by counting the swings of a pendulum. This experi-
ment implicitly introduces the idea of the functional relation
between the depth of the water and the duratiOn of its accu-
imulation.

o

In Lesson 8 the child should see that the accumulation fea-
ture of the water clock has a great advantage .over counting.
This feature of the water clock is used in Lesson 9 when the .

children measure durations in establishing another functional
relation -- that between the height at which a bubbling dye
tolution marks a blotter and the duration of the bubbling.

50 .37
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A historical study of clocks is not intended, but discussion
of the ancient clocks Motivates the study of the familiar
twelve -hour clock as a more efficient device for measuring
durations and when the durations start at twelve --
indicating the time. .if yOur class i5 already familiar with
some aseects of clock reading, you May wish to modify the
presentation.' Your mOdifications, however, should retain'
our use of the time tine and out emphasis on associating the
clOck reading with the duration of the time interval between
twelve o'clock and the, of reading. Thus, "three
o'clock" implies the duration of a three -hour period, the mea-
surement of which began at twelve. Once the idea of telling
ime in terms 9f duration since*. twelve has been developed,
ou can give the children plenty of practice throlaghoLit the.
ear by frequently asking What time it is , what the clock

hands show, what the duration has been since noon or since
midnight, and so on.

38

NOTE: If you started the unit with lessons from this section,
remember to pue.eotn kernels to soak overnight on the first
Wednesday, so that you can conduct Lesson I.on'Thursday.

',Similarly, soak wax beans overnight Thursday to, be ready for
Lesson 2 on Friday. Reserve the next Monday for T Psson 3
which will take, most of the two MINNEMAST periods for that
day because the children will measure and record the heights
of their plants for the first time. After that, set aside a regu-
lar time (6 few minutes each day) for the children to pbserve
etlanges in all the plants, and to jleasure and record the
ht?.ight of the corn plants . Wherou are ready to discard the
corn plants, reserve a class Period or two for a final'di,scus-

ion, ruse all remaining time to proceed through,
t is and subsequent sections.
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Lesson 8; A'SIMPLE WATER CLOCK

This lesson reviews the carttept of cloCkithat was strted
in earlier units. The idea of chiratiolris needed for the
study of many,of the changes the children will observe that
are associated with lime.

4... .

. First let the children experiment with the equipment in order.. kv to become familiar with it and to make their own free, obser7
vatioris. Then guide them to calibrate the water clock in
terms of the swings'of a.pendulum. A discussion of water
clocks and similar devices will lay a background for work

.

With the familiar twelve -hour clock in later lessons. . .
.

MATERIALS

for each grdup of 'three

f6r the equipment

label for tray :

tapered paper cup

4, straight pins

;- I 2-ounce tall container with 3 inches of tape on side

I 2-ounce ,short container half full of water

sheets of newsprint to protect 'desks.

-- for _each-group, or for the class -- I

:7----pendulum, 2 inches long

J,

4
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PREPARATION
IL

AI

'Before the les-son, prepare a wateeclock for each group of
children. Place four straight pins thropghhe side of the
tapered white cup to serve as supports. These pins should
be placed around the cup'aboul halfway up the side, and
should project far finoughto rest on the rim of Ehe tall'
I 2-ou:nce container. Use a fin.io make a ,hole in (he center
of the.bottom of the white cup. This hp'le 'should bp large
enough to let the water run througkiri c fig:{ stream rather
San indrop.s. Enlarge it cautiously with a sharp penci
poirlt, testing wth;witerfrequently to' find the right size.
(After the first time you should get it rightvery. quIckly.)

Finally, paste 'd "J-inch length of maskinq'tape down the
lower part.pf,the tall 12- ounce, container. The tape should
tough the bottom

`In addition to' thiS assembly, each group will need another .

container from Whi:Ch to pour water. This'is sPecified in the
material's as the short I 2-Ounce container. ti

r



Activity A

4

n

Distribute the'equ pment to the groups of.childre'n , anesug7',..

gest that the paper cup, the transparent container and the

water could pa pallt of a 'system that Might serve as a Clock,.

Let the groups .exper ment with the materials, then ask:,

.
.

WFAT DOYOU NO ICE ABOUT' THIS SYSTEM? (Water''

runs from the cup t the container.)
,

Watch for the disCOVery that the arnount of water iri the.

lower Container increace steadily: Then ask whether. any-'

One can think of a- WaY t, at the water sys ern cOuici be used.

kir comparing the duration of -two. activai s, such es print-7

, ind the day of the week;Medriesday) and printing:the caleri-.

dar date (March-12, 1'969),
4*,

Guide the children to stiggeStthat at the/Word "stah," for

each aCtivity theV could. pour, water into/the cu a.nd then, .

(- r

when the activity is completed; ecOrd the Ono nt of water

that has run into the container by marking the to e. For

these activities the lower codeine' should be empty at

"start." ',Remind the children tkrat the .containers,are easily

. aped over, and 'each child,doing the'parking.should use

one hand to 'hold the container firmly in place while marking-

it with crayon, very soft pencil; or 'a, rharking,pen. Two

children in each grOup shduld attend to the water apparatus

while the thirdwrites.

Child I says "Start" as he ,potirs water'into the tit) Of the

water d,126k. Child 2 immediately begins to write "Wednes--

day. " jChild 3 is ready to mark the water level on the tape '-

when,,Child 2 Says-he has 'finished writing. Then both. sec-

tiorise of the clock are emptied into the shortcontaine"t, and

the procedure is repeated whileChild 2 writes "March 12,

1969." The two marks on the tape show how .much' longer it

took to write the date than the day, or vice versa.

Activity B

In this activity each group of children Will calfliratea water .

clodk by making marks on the lower container according to

the number of swings of a pendulum -- one,mark for each ten

swings, While it is desirable that as many children as pos,

Bible have experience wish the pendulum, use your own

9
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judgment about whether to pr
for two groups, or for the'ent
Pendulum' is used for all, cal
to group, because water will r
the different clocks* and beca

f

N,c,ide one for each group, or
re Class. Even if only one
brationa'will varyisfrorn group
n through at different rates in
se f :human factors.

Distribute the equipment. Th laPi"\used in Activity A should-
.

be replaced. Ask the Childrenivhat.Might make theater
clock more useful for measuring durati ns. After\ discusSion,
if no one has mentioned it, ca 1 attenti n to a pendulum.

WHAT COULD WE DO TO THE WATER LOCI SO THAT IT '11
WOULD SHOW THE DURATION OF TEN, TWENTY OR
THIRTY SWINGS OF THE-R.ENDULITIVI.?

could be done to the-water Clock. I

,them of how they calibrated a spring scale i Unit 16', using
If they do not think of water cloak,

paper cups as weight units. Ask'whether Something similar

_ ,

1

. ----------4.
1

.
.

To calibrate the water clock, haVe each group of Children,
mark the Water levels one child (for the class or forL-

each group; counts the- swings 'of *a twelve -inch pendulum.
Thee counter will hold the pendulum bob about six inches
from rest position and say,, ",geadr, Set, do." He will re-
lease the bob. at the word "Go:" He will. say "One" the
fitst time the bob returns to the starting point, "Twb" the
Second time, and so on. Have thewe-ritire olast_practibe
cotInting the pendulum together before 'beginning to ca-lihr te
the water clock..

One full swing of the pen
bob ?goes from A to B and'

7ulum means that the
ack again to A. .



After this practice, have the counterfor. each-group start his
count. At "Go" one of the group pours the Water into the. /upper cup. At counts 1.0, 20, 30, etc., another member of

' the group puts-a'mark on he container to show the level of
-the water.

.\

\ The children should decide
what to call teach unit of water

-"one d i p , " "one mark," or
whatever they consider appro==

' 'priate., ' et them use their
water al cks tp measure the
duration of various activities

. that each group chooses.
___They_rd y_wish to compare the

duratio of different activities
or they may wish to compare
durati ns of the same activity
done y different children. 2 "drii3s"

Ha- velthe children in each group 1 "drip"

leave the marks on the clacks
and /label the trayS so that they

°can/use the same equipment in
Les/son 9.

/
Actf'ity. b

t

WHY DO WE CALL THIS SYSTEM A WATER CLOCK?
(Because we can use it to measure the duration of

i

\

WHAT ARE SOME OTHER THINGS THAT ACT AS "CLOCKS?
(The pendulum, the wall clock, watches, egg timer with
sand.)

a.

activities.)

NY; THINGS CAN BE USED AS, CLOCKS. ',HAS AN ONE
ER 15-DEN-A-SPECIAL GLOCK THAT WORKS ONLY IN S
TINE? (A sundial:) TELL IJS ABOUTIT.

the children that long ago, before there were watches
611 clocks that could be wound up or run lc,\ electricity,

/
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people 1-ad water.olocks and used them to tell the time of
day. If children,bad to measures their activities by a water
Clock today, they would haNe to start to school, go home
to lunch, etc. , When the water in the clock was at certain
marks

If you wish, show the children the pictures of the clocks on
the opposite page and discuss with them sbme of these his-
torical ways of measuring duration.,

Clocks:

I. Egyptian Clepsydra
(Water Clock)

2, Cuckoo Clock

Hour Glass

4: Sundial

S. ,Candle Clock



(

r10 L)
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Lesson 9: DURATION AND HEIGHT IN.A COLOR EXPERIMENT

In this leSson the children use the calibrated water Clocks totime anexperiment in hich three strips of blotting paper are.suspended over a u bling colored sOlutiOn. The childrensee'a correspond nce between the height to which the bubblesolution has risen and the length of timethe blotter was ex-pOSed to it. By arranging the saturated blotter strips in order]according to the height ofothe colored mark on'each strip, thechildren are led to & very elementary plotting Of the relation.

MATERIALS

one-half cup water

E tableSpoon food coloring

Soap Bubbles or other commercial liquid for blowing
bubbles -- enough to reach the I- cm.mark in scaledcylinder

medicine "dropper

for each group of three --
tray

water clock ,pd 5eparate container with three-fourthscup of cleat -atet

3 strips of blotting paper (1 cm x'10 cm).
3 jumbo (.2 ") paper clips
one-half tablet of Alka-Seltzer of the ty e sold in
aluminum foil paCket, souffle cup
sheet of paper, pencil, ruler
cylinder with centimeter ta e attached
paper towel

PREPARATION

-

Mix the fOod coloring and Sbap Bubble liquid with one-half cupof water,. and set this' solution aside for later distribtition. Cutstrips of blotting paper. Place each half-tablet of Alka-Seltzerin a souffle cup. On the Water clock trays from the.previous
lesson assemble all the items specified above for each group.

JC" 0,
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PROCEDURE

Have the children in each group of three take the same tray
they used in Lesson. 8. Explain that the water clocks are
going to be used to time an expeKiment where strj.ps of blot
ting paperlare suspended over a bubbling solution for differ
ent durations , but' that first you want them to .practic.e the
procedure without the solution. Then ask one member of
each ,group to draw a straight line across, and near the bot7,
torn of, the plain piece of paper you have provided,. Tell the
children that in the real run eath blotter will be placed.with
the wet end on this line for comparison.

Before starting the trial run, let the Children speculate a.
little about what they think will happen to-the blotters ft
each remains suspended for a different duration.

'Give instructi2ns for the trig. run, as follows:

Child

,Child I of each group runs the water clock. He says "Go"
when he starts pouring the water into the \empty water clock.
He says "Now". each time the water reaches. a drip mark.

r

Child I.
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W1,

Child 2

Child 2 prepares blotting strips
by putting a jumbo clip on each
strip (see diagram). He mea-
sures to see that all the clips
are placed uniformly, one half-
inch from the end of the strip:
,He places the three strips in
the cylinder in such a way that
the clips rest on the rim. (Ex=
plain that in the real run the
bottoms of the stripS should
not touch the colored water
that will fill the cylinder to
the 1-cm mark.)

Child 3

Child 3 prepares the half-tablet
of Alka-Seltzer'by breaking it
into. small bits in the Soufflg
cup. He may have to use the
flat end of a ball point pen or
unsharpened penCil to do this.
He must be sure to keep the
substariCe dry until it it uted..
When Child 1 sayt "Go.,"
Child 3 pretends to empty the
bits from the souffle cup into
the cylinder. Warnhim not to
do so. until the real run. (If a

Child 2

Child 3 actually empties the'. Child 3
bits into the cylinder , be sure
911 of it is returned to the souffle cup and the cylinder is
wiped clean, so that the reaction will not begin when the
liquid is added.). At each "Now" he removes one of the
strips of blotting paper and hands it to Child 2 ,.who places
it on the sheet of paper with one encron the line. Child
2 puts the firSt strip at the left, the second to the right of
the first, and the third to the right of the second.. Explain
that in the real run, each strip will be partly wet and\that
it is the wet end which will be placed on the line.

61.
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When the technique is familiar,. put e ough of the dye solu-
tion into each group's, cylinder to com tip to about the I -cm
mark, and haie the groups each make real run. The:proce-
dure,is exactly the same as for the trig run, except that
nOw there will be dye and Alka-Seltter sed,-and.Child 2

Real Run,

must remember to put thewet end of each strip at\ the line
on the sheet of paper.

Let the children discuss anything they observe, b t if any
notice that there_ is a relation between the number of "drips"
of the water clock and the height of the color on t e strips,
have thern'tell the class about it. If necessary, c II atten-
tion to the:relation wjth a question:

WHY WAS THE COLOR ON SOME STRIPS HIGHER HAN
ON OTHER STRIPS? (The longer the strip _Was in the
cylinder, the higher the bubbles rose.)
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Activity E

Hold a discussion about the water clacks:

e'

WHY' DOESN'T EVERYONE USE WATER CLOCKS? (They have
to be refilled regularly; they are messy; they don't tell time
very accurately.) .

COULD I CARRY-A WATER CLOCK ON MY WRIST?

COULD WE EASILY MEASURE THE LENGTH OF A SCHOOL'
DAY WITH A WATER CLOCK?

IF YOU TOLD 'OUR MOTHER THAT WE STARTED OUR. ART 4'
WORK. AT THIRTY=FIVE "DRIPS" TODAY, WOULD SHE KNOW
WHAT YOU MEANT?

. IF. YOU SAID THAT IT STARTED AT TEN Q'CLOCK WOULD
SHE 'UNDERSTAND?

6



Lesson 10: TWELVE-HOUR CLOCKS SECONDS,, MINUTES

This lesson and Lesson .11 review-and extend earlier work'

with the familiar twelve- hour 'clock,.: The treatment is simi-

lar to that -begun in Lessons 29, -)0, and aJ, of Unit 12,
MeaSurement-.w.it-h-Refer,erwe Units. Many ofyour students

may be able to tell time, and the rest should beginlo develop
this skill. .We also want the children to develop an under- .

standi4 that each clock reading indicates a duration 'since
twelve\ (noon-or -midnight); The children will be given prac-

tice in measuring and recording these durations.

MATERIALS

wall or kitchen glock.with second hand

deMonstration clock face (to be borrowed from first grade

kit)

tape

white tagboardl clock faces proVided with the printed
materials for this unit, I per child

scissors .\

I brass fastener per child,

paper clips -

time lines, provided with printed materials

newsprint 55

PREPARATION

Before you teach this lesson,
tape your demonstration clock
fade to the chalkboard. where
all the children can see it, and
tape the harids together. *Put
numerals around it showing
seconds and minutes, as in
this diagram.
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(Note that there are boh a zero and a sixt above the
twelve.) Paste a zero above .the twelve of .t e wall clock
also.

PROCEDURE

Activity A ,

Give the children each a tagboatd clock face to cu out and
assemble. Show them how to put the brass fastene through
the dot at the send of the lOng hand, then throughthe dot on
the short hand, and finally through the dot at the cent -r of
the clock face. Check to see that the children spread the
brass fasteners apart at the back ..,f.the clock face to secure
the hands. Next ask each Child to cover the short hand ith
the long hand and fasten the two together with a paper cli
Explain that you Want this done so that the children can
study one hand of the clock, at a time.

NQW call attention to the wall clock, and ask the children to
watch the movement of the hand that is traveling around the
clock most rapidly. ,

DOES' THE HAND THAT MOVES MOST QUICKLY TRAVEL
CONTINUOUSLY OR IN JERKS?' (It moves continuously.)

DOES ANYONE KNOW THE NAME OF THIS PAST- MOVING
HAND? (It is called the second hand.) WHY IS IT
CALLED THAT? (Because it measures the number of
Seconds.) ,

.
o

WHAT DOES THE POSITION OF' THE SECOND HAND TELL
US? (It tells us the duration in seconds since it pointed
straight up to twelve.)

THE HAND POINTS TO TWELVE, BUT WE ALWAYS START
COUNTING AT ZERO. THAT IS WHY I HAVE PUTA ZERO
ABOVE THE TWELVE OF THE DEMONSTRATION CLOCK
AND OF THE WALL CLOCK. LET US AGREE TO TALK
ABOUT ALL DURATIONS EXTENDING FROM ZERO.

Tell the children to consider the clipped-together hands on
their clodk faces as one hand, the second hand: Have them
take tarns setting- i.ohe hand on the demonstration clock face

u
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at different ositionS, while the rest of the children/ each

set the hand of their small clock faces in the appropriate`

positions,and tell hoW manysecondS 'passed since:the hand

pointed to z ro:

The.childre will need considerable practice with the demon-

stration clo k, on which you havefmarked the numerals 0-,60

to show se onds, before they are able to make second hand

readings ,on their own clock faces, which show only th

ours..

4 ,

ti

Help the c ildren see that"the marks ontheir s'ma'll clock

faces show the seconds in fives. Remind them .to,Check

with the nu era's (5, 10...60) you have drawn around the
/.

demonstrat on clock for each setting of their clock faces.

Workinq in pairs ,.have one? ild set his clock to indicate

Certain durations since zero , and'the other tell the duration.

(2S seconds, etc..), then Change about. .° ,

Return.to, this activity Occasionally as seems advisable'to.

you.

Activity B

Direct the children's attention to the minute hand Of the'

'wall clock.

WHAT I 0,1'1.1E
POSITIONS OF THE BIG HAND TELL SUS?

(They tell us the duration in minutes.)

WHEN THE SECOND HAND' GOES AROUND ONCE, HOW

MUCH DOES THE, MINUTE. HAND MOVE LET'S WATCH

IT; (It moVes-cine-space-=,onalninute.')

HOW FAR DOES. THE SECOND HAND MOVE I ONE MILT-

UTE? It moves all the way around 60sec nds.)

Have a volenteer set the'hand'of the dernonstrationclock to

show the tame minutes as the,Wall clock while thesregt of

the class does the same with the hands of the small clock

I
fades,,, 1

WHAT HAS Ti-IE DURATION IN MINUTES 'BEEN SINCE THE

MINUTE. HAND WAS AT ZERO? (Thirty-five minutes, etc
-

.6 6' '53
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Have the children set the clock face to other durations since
zero. Compare these with the setting of the' demonstration)
clock face. Have the children hold up their clock faces so
that you can check .them quickly. qccasionally, from day'
to day, ask the, clasS.to tell ydu the durationsince twelve
in minutes z--, the time in Minutes. .

Activity C

Have the children arefully cutout the time lines pro<iided
, vuith the "unit.

Time Lines.

1 s y, 45 ,0 'oS 6

8 9- IO 11 12*1 1 1
C

:0

)'.1.1.171 :1'11131
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I' 3 4
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Nave each child tiiSke a loop of one".
time line with the;n4mbers on the in-
side, by bringing the right eid just

- to the zero-me: and fastening it; with
a paper clip. fla/Q\each child set
the loop on his small clock face and
arrange it so/that the twelve-mark is
aboye that line .on the clock face:
Call the Ohildren's attention to the
other numerals.. Ask the children
what t)-ley, notice about the numerals.a.nd lines
see that the heaiy marks. and numerals pn the
just below the same markings on. the time line

I .;

Now ask each child to unfasten his
time 14 and clip the zero end 'to ,

tilt, left side ofa sheet of_newsprint,
Set the 'cemonstration'clock
hand) to fipeen minutes since zero.
Ask the ,children to set thelf clOck
faces tothe same position. i

WHAT, bURATIVI DOES THIS
CLOCK SHOW swcg ZERO
ktINUTES-7,SINCE TWELVE?

.qFiftepn'minutes.)
I , ,N4

. They should
clock face are

HOW CAN W SH 'Cikr THE I5URATION OF FIFTEN MINUTES
T ABOVE-THE TIME LINE?ON)THE NEW)PRI

HaVe the children put \a Mark at zero and at fifteen on the
newsprint above the time line. Then ask them to draw an .
arrow, from ero,to fifteen.

'S

I

rr.""'".."44
S 40
I
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Continue this exercise by. having the children transfer various,
readings, in minutes, from the wall clock to the time lines
with arroWs.

Save the time lines for Activity B of th6 next lessOn in wl-iich
the children will clip them to fresh sheets of newsprint.

a
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Lesson 11: TWELVE -HOUR CLOCK --/MINUTES, HOURS

This lessorrextends the association of time di.Oatio since
twelve (noon o' midnight) to telling timein d Min-
uteS., seems appropriate to you later in the ye r, you can
have"theichildren extend the time line to include eeks,
Months and year with'worksheets Similar to Wor sheets II
and 12, which are modeled on Worksheet 36 of nit 12.

wall or kitchen cl ck with second hand .

demonstration -di dk' fade

- student- clock, fa

time lines prOvi ed with unit, newsprin

Worksheets 6-

Acti ity A

Separate the han s of the clock faces any have.the minute
hands remain. at welve (zero,minutes) th oughout this activity.

Call the childre 's, attention to the sho hand _Of the wall
clock. nrobabl many in the class will already be familiar
with its indication Of the hours.

WHAT DOES HE POSITION OF THE SH6,RT HAND ON' THE
WALL CLOCK ELL US? (The durat hours since
twelve -- sine noon or ,midnight,, )f

HOW FAR DOES THE HOUR HAND OVE WILE THE
;MfNUTE HAND ;OES AROUND ON E? (One'large
space-- from on to two, etc.)

Howl FAR DOES TF1E MINUTE HAi D MOVEIN ONE HOUR?
(It moves all the way'around i5cty-Mtnutes.)

1

evelop the use of the time line aid clock faces for repre-
enting duration's in ho ,rs since t elve (noon or midnight)--_
s you did for minutes i Lesson 10, but now have the hour
uration line drawn belo the tim lines. Point out that a
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duratiOn of four hours since noon means 4 o'clock (4:00) in
the afternoon; teri hours since Midnight is 10 o'clock (10:00)
in the morning.

Morning hours are A.M. (ante meridiem -- before noon)

Afternoon hours are P.M. (post meridiem after riOon)

Worksheets 6 through 9 are appropriate here.

-11orksheet 6

Unit 19 Nam

8 2
1

c.i

I

Woikelmet 7
Unit 19

0
O

Name

^

0

.

o
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Worksheet 9
Unfit 19

,
2

Z oo ...

Activity 1.3

For this activity' see that eachchild
has a student clock face and a time
line clipped on a new sheet of news-
print. i'sk the children to show each
duration, as you give it, on the
clock faces and then,on the time
linei. The durations you name
should include both,hours,and
minutes. For example:

SET YOUR -CLOCK FACES AT
3:25. NOW', WITH AN ARROW o lo is to Is 30 35 40 '45 50 55BELOW THE TIME LINE, SHOW', 2., 3 4 5 4. 7 .ir 9 'ro
THE DURATION IN HOURS I 1

SINCE TWELVE. NEXT, WITH 3 hrs and 25 min
AN ARROW ABOVE THE TIME hrs, 3:25 o'clock
LINE SHOW THE DURATION IN
MINUTES.



Have the children hold up the clock faces after they set them
for each duration, so that.you.can check before they draw,the
arrows. Give as much practice as you think necessary.

Activity C.

Have each child turn to Worksheet 10 with two Clock faces
on it. Have the children cut but, the clock face along the
dotted circles. Ask them to fold one clock face into-two
equal parts by folding, along the dotted line through the
twelve and the six. Then ask
them to open the folded clock,,,,
face and color each half of.it.
Have the children fold the
second clock face in the same

.way, and then in half again,
this time along the-dotted line
joining the ,three and the nine.
Ask them to make- each quarter
of the clock a different color.
Discuss half'and quarter hours
in relation to the colored
halves and quarters.'

The children should alSo mark
off their time lines in halt
and quarter hours. For in-
stance, they could draw a
line of the- appropriate
for the first quarter hour be-
tween zero and fifteen above
the number,line and color a
line from zero to thirty below
the line to indicate the first
half hour, etc.

Follow to procedure where the class uses the demonstration
clock an3i their individual clocks, but this time have them
set the. hands to correspond to half and quarter hours. Di-
rect the children to look at a real clock when the hands show,.
a quarter after and a quarter before an hour. In particular,
haye them notice the hour hand.and ask them to observe its

'hour,
when the time`iS a quarter after or half past an

'hour, etc.
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Worksheet 12
Unit

C

C

O

a

0

A

e

z

o

2

Worksheets' 1 I and 12 can be used to extend the idea of the
time line to days, weeks, months and years. You may pre-
fer to save them for use later in the year.

CA'



PURPOSE

OTHER FUNCTIONAL RELATIONS"

To lead the children*to Observe some simple functional
relations.and to record them= in various thays.

To have the children discover that there is a .relation be-
tween the chafiges_in One property and the changes. in
another.

To have.the children learn to record data in siMple-graphs.

COMMENTARY

Equal, emphasis should be given to the points listed above,
The .development Of skills in observing and recording funC-
tiOnal relations will be continued and extended in Sections,34,
and 5. The children will usually require experience with 4,
variety of changing conditions and the graphs that record diem
before they learn to recognize simple functional relations.
Therefore, do not feel that the Children must have mastery Of
the. skills and Problems presented in this section before they
can go on to work in Sections 4 and 5 fruitfully.

a
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Lesson I2: PREDICTING-CANDLE LENGTH

In thislesson the children will observe five candles that
have all been lit at the same time and-then extinguished at
ten-minute intervals, so that One candle will have burned for: .

ten minutes., One for twenty minutes, one for thirty minutes.,
etc. One of the candles. will be hidden from view, and the
children will be asked to predict its le.ngth. The prediction
Will be based on the observations of the lengths of the other
candles..

Start this lesson at a time when your class will be able to
return to it intermittently during a full. hour.,

:MATERIALS

6 candles (thin tapers) cut off at.the bottorri so that each
is 10,1: tall

Plasticene Of clay

cardboard, 17'." x 24"

matches

wall clock

kitchen timer

5_student clock faces

r

x 10" .paper strips, 6 per child (5 strips of white.
and I ..Of another color)

PREPARATION t

Set each.dandle.firmlyitla lump of clay or.Plasticene. Pre
.

pare a Shield behind which one candle can be hidden. Use
a piece ,of stiff cardboatd about 1'7" X' 24". Fold it in half
and brace it with a piece of tape.

A #

0,4
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Place six candies in a row, about one foot apart, \so that
When you blow'one out the*candle next to it will mit\ be af-
fected. Set the candles up where there is no draft sC),that
they will burn, uniformly'. If possible, set them in frbrit of
a chalkboard. .

.0

I
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'PROCEDURE

0

_Explain the purpose ofthe lesSon. Tell the children that .you
are going to light ,five candles and then blow one out after it
has burned for a duration of ten minutes ,.one after twenty
minutes, one after thirty mintites, one.after forty minutes and3.

one after fifty minutes. One candle will not have been burned
at all. the children will 'be able to see all the candles ex-

. celit one mystery candle that will be hidden behind the shield:
After looking at all the other burned candles, they are to.pi-e-
dict how high the,AYStery.candle is.

Label each candle to show how long it will burn.. You may
write, on the chalkboard above each candle, or place a card
at the base of each. o

Now assign five children to watch the clock. 'Tell them at
what time you will light the candles , and make sure the chil-
dren know how to tell when ten, twenty, thirty ,. forty and .

fifty minutes will have elapSed.,ive each a. clock face on
which he can set his, assigned time. Then they can watch
to see when the wall clock reading matches their clock set-
tings. (Set your kitbheri timer fOr'about nine minutes each'
time, tb serve as.a reminder to the clock-watchers,)

Light all the candleS but the one at the extremeleft. Work
as quickly as you can so that the first candles ,do not burn
down too much before the bast ones have been lit. Place the
shield so that it hitlesthe thirty-minute candle. (Make sure
this candle is at least four inches away from the cardboard.)
Now set yoUrtimet for nine minutes., and turn to other work
during 'the intervals for theinext hour. Blow, a .candle out
every ten minutes. Be sure to keep the thirty-minute candle
hidden at alltimes. When_all the candles have been eXtin.,
guished, their heights, should range from the ten-,inch height
of the .unlit candle at the left down to about a three - inch`[
height for the candle at the extteme right. If the candles
have all burned at a steady rate; there should be aboUt the
same decrease in height between them. Even if they have'
not burned at the same rate, there should, be an obvious de-
crease in height between each two candles-
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Now remind, the Children that tn1eykare to try to estimate how
tall the hidden dandle is. Ask fOr suggestions about how this
should be done. Then tell the ohildren they are going to use

paper strips to make their. predictions: '
t

'THERE- P E NOT ENOUGH CANDLES FOR. EVERYONE TO
HAVE AST, SO I AM GOING TO MAKE-PAPER eANDLES
FOR YOU TO WORK WITH.. EACH OF YOU WILL GET
FIVE STRI S.OF WHITE PAPER CUT TO THE HEIGHTS OF
THE FIVE CANDLES YOU CAN SEE, AND ONE STRIP OF
COLOREDi PAPER THATTOU CAN .MARK OR CUT TO SHOW
HOW TALI. YOU TIINK THE MYSTERY CANDLE IS.

Cut an&distribute the strips, and have the children arrafige
thern,in order with the tallest at The left and the shortest at
,the right. ASk them to use' the,colored,stripto estimate the
height Of the ihystery candle, rilarking or cutting it-. If this
seems difficult, suggest to- the'children that they put numerals
on eaclychithe five strips to show-how long the candle each
represents has burned (1.0, 20, 40, and ,50) . After that, the'. .

children should be Ale to see that if they put the-colored
strip between the strips'that are marked 20. and 40;:'it would
be helpfurin' judging about how tall the thirty-minute candle
is, .but do not tell them to do this 4,

.3
Afte'r all the estimates have'been made,. remove the shield
from tile-mystery candle an-a fet:tlfe-childf-en make a direct

Acompacilson between it and their estimates. If some children
made very:close predictions, ask them to explain to the rest
of the'class holt; they did it.

Uiring chalk, or a paper strip cut td the length of each
biurned candle, make a bar graph on the bOard.

0 t0 20 30 40 50
Time

0
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LesSon '13: TREE RINGS

H e

In this lesson the 'children use W_ork-sheet 13, Which depidts
the cross section. of a tree, to compare former widths of the
tree with the age of :{the tree at different ticmes.) They measure
the radii at various .ges and show the rel'ation between the
age of the tree arid the radius on a grid (Worksheet 14) .

--WorkSheets 13, li4, and 15

ticker tape

scissors ,
cellophane tape or paste

centimeter rulers -

1

Have the children turn to Worksheetolat_this i-s--
the picture of a cross section of a tree what you would see
if a tree were ,cut across its width. disk the children if any
know, or car_guess r what the tree rings indicate'.' If neces=
sary, , explain that each wide ring repregents the growth of the
tree during' the spring and that ',the narrow (darker' rings' show
the growth in the summer. Haye the children sp:eculatpiLabout
which ring's grew first bnd give their reasons for thinking so.

Now ask the children to find tile fifth dark ring from. the Center
of the picture.

HOW OLD WAS THE TREE
I

HEN THAT RING WAS FORMED?
(If was five years old.)

W

HOW LARGE WAS HETRUNK OF THE TREE THEN?
(It was the size of that,ring:)

HOW CAN WE MEASURE. HAT. SIZE? (8Y measuring across
the ring . )

THAT WOULD BE, THE DIAMETER OF THL RING, BUT IT
WILL 6E EASIER IF WE M ASURE FROM THE CENTER.
WE CALL THAT DISTANC THE RADIUS OF THE RINC:

60
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Worksheet 13
Unit 19

Name

r

68

Each arrow indicald's a radial li e of the cross section of the
tree from first gyowh until it w cut down. The' children',
will be measuring the length of rays for lesser 'durations also,
Each .ch4ld will ,draw his Own ray from the center'of the cross
section to the Outer edge, and will make all his measurements
along the same radial line. .

1

, %,
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.1them 'a little practice in .record the first few measurements
'by Writing them on the chalkboard, e.g. ,

1

Redid§ of tree at 5 years.= I cm"
Radius of tree at 10 year

I,
4 4

..

Ask the children to look
at Worksheet 14. Ex -:
plain to them that they
,areto measure in centiv
meters the radius for r

each five years' growth
W/flor4142141ta91140,4400405,0-xi*

cut ticker tape to each
_:.length and paste it on

Worksheet 14. Have
them start by drawing a
radial' line. Where the
tree rings are far,thest
apart.. Remind theM that

`*they have to count the \

dark rings .along this
line to find the dorrect
rtumberof years.

2 cm

.:Radiu.s of tree at .15 years_,=1.3
4

After this practice, ask the children to complete the work-
sheet. Remind them' to write down each measurement in

.centimeters so they will know how, long to Out each tape.

When the ticker tape
graphs are finished, ,
you may, wish to have
the children try to
plot the data uri Work-

, sheet .15 (Stage 4 in
the, development of
graphing as described

on !Sage 2 of this man-
,ual) , or you may 'make
this a class activity,.
using onechild's.data.
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Tree-ringf. are very seful research too ls fOr scientists. Their shape,
sue and patt.trn'reflect pa t conditions in the life of the tree whic1-1, may cover
hundreds br even thou'san s of years. Geologists and anthropologi ts examine
and compare the cross se tioris of many trees anci timbers in an at a to dis-

,covei the histoty of the c iimate, the age of buildings and dates of forest fires
ot droughtS.

1, . , ..
i

if possible 5et a small 1 g or branch, or even wood blocks or pieces of two-
by-fours for the children jtd examine. Their understanding of tree rings will
be increased when they ee that they are, three-dimensional. (The' extend
for long, distances and are added to fOrm a layer near the bark so that' older

..., ID'rts of a tree have more rings than younget parts.) You can demonstrate
this by putting a. large cylinder around one of slightly smallei4\ circumference,
and surrounding both with another slightly larger, etc.) I .

Ia

Some, children may Wt to know abc:fut the distortions
a
in the tree rings shown

Won their workSheets. T..ncourage the children to find their own'answers first.
Then, if you wish, provide this explanation concerning the cross section on
the worksheet. The drawing repreSentr Cross section of a loblollyIpine

,

about fifty Veers old. This tree has survi. :dieveral disasters., ,Sorliething.
, 1

\ . .
. pushed against it in its early years. The tree responded by growing denser

(heavier) wood on the pushed side. This resulted in the fOrmatiOn ofrings
that are.more oval than,round during that period. Latec., whatever was,leaning
on thetree (perhaps another tree) was removed buttthen there was a forest

.
, fire. The fire scarred the tree but did not kill it..1Ccontinued to grow for a.,, .

,

numl;'er of _years...after the Eire .
-,.-_-:

x ,
For an explanation of such di.st rtions bend to the Public RelationS Department.
Of St. Regis Paper Company: I_5pst 42nd Street, New York, New York 10017
fizq the free bobklet, ,The Trees encl.-the Forest. In this booklet you will, find

,. colored illustrations and the history. .

of a tree very siinilat tO that on the

70
tJ

worksheet.'

Have _the children discuss why the
tree grew more during some years;
than ,during others. How old was the
tree when the fire ha"ppened? ,How
many years did it grow after that? *

Shoy them thiS. picture of the cross
section-of another loblolly pine that
greW under nearly ideal circumstance__
it apparerilly_had.the advantages of
apPropriate climate and soil, 'normal
rainfall and sunshine and no injuries
from fire, termites etc.

$:

.R. Agert---rPhoa5graph from itrideavoue by-W1 SS Gloek and S.

AI
11' ,



,,esson 14: IELATION BETWEEN DIAMET D CIRCUMFERENCE

In Less\ ti 4 of Unit 16', the childr n had
discpv that the length of the cirqumfer
is abou three times the length of Its din
son the oncept is reviewed, reinfOrced a
children measure and graph .the cir1. umferen
of several_ cylindrical object's of d fferent si
tive is to give the children experi nce in plo'
which bot variables-(from object o object) a
and to lead 'them to see that the r lation betW
ence and iameter is sholiquite.
graphed -- all the data points fall
This extension of stagy one in th
emphasizes the fact that a data p

the opportunity to
ce of a circle
eter. In this les-

extended. The
es and.diameters
es. The Objec-
ting data in
e distances ,
en circumfer-

imply when
on a nearly
development
:nt is deterrali

the data is
traight' line.

f graphing
ed by meas,,

.uring. the a propriate distances along the two ax
.0 introduces he idea that a time chiration need `not

---the-v,artable_. In a relation suc as this, time is
importance -- the relation betwe ,,n the length of t

4

ference and the length of'the.diarneter remains con
whether they are measured toda or next year.

t .

I. .

By having the thildren.work in stmall groups.; you ca
the amount of equipment and haire children available
Others wile are having:Irquble cutting the paper stripI

I, .. , .

In additio.r. to the graph made by each child, you .may
have the class make a large giaoh on the-flannel boar
bulletin boatd. The children' may be astonished to fin
the relation between circumference and diameter: is th
for large objects as for small ones

s. It also
e one of
not of any
e circurn-
tant,

MATERIALS

I can, waste basket, or other large cylindrical obj

reduce
to. help

I ruler or yard' tick

Workshe'et 16 '

- for each hild --
I

for each group of four --
ticker tape (one-half inclrwide)
piste

wish to
or
that
same

ct
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scissors'
variety of cylindrical objects -- large and small cylindrical
property blocks, plastic containers of various sizes, -etc.

PROCEDURE..

Show the-class a large cylindrical object such as a large can
-,or waste basket. -\

_WHAT SHAPE,IS THIS? (Round, circular, cylindrical.)

WHAT IS THE SHAPE OF THIS OPEN END? (Round, circu-
lar.)

,Stretch'a length of ticker tape across the diameter of the-
object,.

DOES ANYONE REMEMBER WHAT WE'CALL THE LONGEST
DISTANCE ACROSS A CIRCLE? (A diameter.)

Use one end of your large coritainer_to driw a circle on the
chalkboard. With a ruler or yardstick, draw a diameter and
label

CAN AMON: DRAW ANOTHER DIAMETER. OF THIS CIRCLE?

Have several childrefl add diameters.

WHO REMEMBERS THE NAME. FOOL THE DISTANCE AROUND
TEE CIRCLE? (Circumference.

sw
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r,

0

o

Tell the children that there are many interesting th'
circles and that you are going to let them, try to
of them: You a*re going to Show them how\to strt.

/. .

s about\
ver one

1,

Take a piece of paper tape and Out it to equal the dia eter
\the large circular object you first used. -

WHAT DOES THIS LENGTH REPRESENT? (The 'length of
diameter of the can.) 'I'LL MAR'S IT "DIAMETER. ":

.BY wrapping tape around the On, measure and cutano
piece to represent the circumference.-

WHAT DOES THIS' LENGTH REPRESEN-1 The leri6,t/ f
the circumference of the irp -l<) I'LL MARK TE--IsCIRCUM
FERENCE. "(y.4,

On the cllajkba,ercl-clra3*.pasefully:a ertical and-a- hor zontal

I AM G6ING TO PUT THE DTA-METER:STRIP-AGROSS HE
On FROM THE ""UP," AXIS. AND I WILL -PUT THE CIR-
CUMFERENCE STRIP HERE, 'VP FROM THE . "OVER" AXIS ;-
AND MOVET.HEM UNTIL THEIR ENDS JuitT OVERLAP LIKE
THIS . ,

diameter

4

Have o0 or two childr hold the tapes in place while you.'
attach them with bitS of masking tape.

HOW DOSTHE DIAMETER STRIP
from the "u /1 axis.)

HOW DOES THE CIRCUMFERENCE,
Lip 'frod the "over" axis.)

0? (Straight across:

0

STRIP,G0 (Straight. .

r

73



HOW DO THE ENDS :OF THE STRIPS MEET? ,(The end of
One just. covers the end oft-he otherj,

thchildren that they are going to measure the diameters
and circumferences of some cylinders and cut and paste
strips .oficorrespOnding lengths on WOrksheet I 6.

e -gerbil« t
.ungt

.

74

(After putting sevefal: sets of
strips on WAsheet 16, the
children should disCover that
the circumference -19f any
inder is aboUt three times
greater than its diameter..)

.Distribute the objects to-each group. TO make sure that each_.
circumfetence is put with, the diameter fromthe same object \,
,suggeS-t-thatthey first _number the objects and then the tapes
Ithat represent their Readtem,ents.

WHEN YOU HAVE'SEVERAL SE :p-OF STRIPS IN PLACE,
WHAT DO YOU NOTICE? W:HAT -INTERESTING FACT
DO YOU DISCOVER? WHEN-YOU KNOW .TE.INTER7

aESTING FACT, COME A\ D TELL ME QUIETLY. DON'T

r
.

--`CAN YOU'FIN.D, OTHER CIRCULAR OBJECTS IN THE ROOM
, THAT YOU CAN MEASURAND RECORD ON YOUR WORK,-

.SHEET TO CHECK YOUR' IDEAV .(11 you wish , give the
.ohildren-some practicein ptedfaing a ciroumference when
byou" provide the diametet of an object, or vice versa .

"Some of the.inoie able children may make use Of the fact
-1thatthe/in;ersections of"the-pairs of t. t"r"ips fall on a

straight line.)
8
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Lesson 15: CHANGING WATERLEVEL WITH MARBLES

This lesson leads the child to see that the water level .in-a
container is directly related to the number of marbles put
intoit. The lesson is also intended to improve predicting
and graphing Skills.

. ? .

.The children add fotir marbleS, one at atime,*to a cylinder
of water. They, predict the new water height before adding

.each marble. After adding &marble,. theynote the new water
height, record it on Worksheet 17, -and compare the esult

-witkthe prediction,

In-Activity A you demonstrate the procedure, starting with
Water up to the fifty-millimeter mark in a cylinder. In-Acti7vity B, the-children work in small groups to carry out the
same. experiment, but they fill.their cylinders with water up
to the sixty-'-millimeter mark'.

.
The children mby notice that water diStorts the shape and sizeof the marbles. Some may even notice that the water level-iS
higher-6round the side of the cylinder than it th' center.All of these observations are worth-thetime it takes to spebu-
late abOut them, if the children brifig them up.

MATERIALS

roll of adhesive centimeter tape with millimeter divisions,

t
for Nur demonstration

your': copy 6 Worksheet 17, provid;i'd with the lesson
I tray of equipment prepared for a group (see below)

water

-- water

-- for each child --
Wo'rksheet 17'

I red and l blue crayon,

4
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I.

= tray
7- plastic Cylinder with scaled.tape attached, as shown

in the photOgraph on pagb

for each. grou

I

water

.-medicine dropper', .

craft stick or tp.ngue depressor

paper towel

4REPARATION

Put- a millimeter scale on eaq plastic cylinder. - Do this
cutting.a 'length of ten centimeters from your roll of Scaled
adhesive tape and pasting it.to the side of the cylinder,
with the zero atthe bottom. Put all the items specified for
each group on a tray, except the water. (One member-from'
each group can come to:a table and Measure sixty milli -

meters of the water into the group's cylinder at the start of
Activity. 13.)

PROCEDURE

AcWfity A

For this demonstration activity., mount a copy of Worksheet
17 on the chalkboard. Place it rather. low on ttie board So the
children can see and mark it easily. Use the equipment on

.-one.of the frays you have prepare.d for the children.

Have the -children ,ga'ther around closely, So that all can see.
Begin by shCwing an empty cylinder with the scale on,it. Ex-

. plain that each centimeter is divided into ten smaller parts
called millimeters._ Remind theichildren that since they are
used to .counting by tens, 811 they need to do to'count the
millimeters ib to count by tens,at every centimeter mark. For
example, at the one,-Centimeter mark, they would say "ten
millimeters," at the two-centimeter mark, "twenty millimeters,"
and so on.. Throughout the lesson, express, every measurement
in millimeteq yourself, but accept.the word "marks" from the
children.

8 °'
a, .
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Now fill your cylinderw.ith Water to the 50-millimete level.
Stop pOuring a little short of the mark and-use the medicine
dropper to get the water to jiist the right level. Explain that
You are going to place four marbles-, One at a time, into'the
water in the cylinder. Let the children look at the marbles
and guess what will happen, to the water level when you add
the marbles., 1

.

Ask- a child to read the starting revel of the water in your cyl-
inder and to put a red crayon mark on your copy of Worksheet -
17 where he thinks it should be. Guide him, if necessary, to
Put the red mark beside the 50-miliimetet mark in column 0.

-Next, use a craft stick pladed in
the cylinder to let the first marble
roll gently into the water.. Tell °the
children that this is the careful way-
each marble should be added, so
that the liquid will not splash out.
Have another child give you the
reading -for the new water level.
Ask the class to help the-child
decide where the new mark should
go: The children should decide
to put the new mark on the cylinder 0

marked "1" (number of marbles)
at whatever reading was taken.
This should be at or very near the
sixty-millimeter mark.

Before _sliding another marble into
the water, ask the children to make
some predictions about how high
the level will be when this Second
marble is asdded.. Make a brief
record of the predictions on'thd.chalk-
board (the child'S initials and the
numeral)..

Put the second marble in the cylinder and have the reading
and recording done. Then let the children Check their pre-
dictionS'and make new ones for the third marble' Continue
this procesS of predicting, adding a marble, recording,, and'
checking with the predictions until all four marbles have
been added to your cylinder.

79
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Before going.on,to the next activity, give- the children some
practice in reading the millimeter scale; if you ,think it neces-
spy. Use an empfy cylinder for this,, having different chil-
dren show ybu where the marks are that show (e.g.) 6I' mm,
.17 mm, and- -so on,

a
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Activity B.
. ,

Pistribut6 the tra.ys' of equipment to the group of children.
Check to -see that each plastic cylinder has ater in it to

. the Sixty-millimeter level. Tell; the children that they, .are
going to do the same experiment they helped you do, but
that there is something slightly different about it. See if
they can-tell you that they have more water than you had,,
"ten millimeters More:

10

Ask the children to mark the water level at the start on Work-
sheet 17 with red crayon at the left of the column labeled

t"0 marbles", and then to mark w,ith'blue crayon a prediction
for each ofthe other .columns s',putting the blue Marks to the
right. Then h-aVe them complete the w,orksheetusing red
crayon for actual readings.

A discussiOn of the results will show that slight variat n§
exist from group to group.. You might ask the children why
this is so. They should be able to s-ggest that the maible,s,,,
may vary slightly in size, .that measurements are never exact,
that water may have s,plaShed from some CyVndeis, etc..

,Some children may have made excellent prediCtions., because'
they noticed that each marble made the water rise about nine
or ten millitneters. Ask a child who haS had unusually
rate predictions to tellthe class,hoW he -made.theirt..'

al

.9 3

0

0
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'Lesson 16- SWELLING AND SHRINKING SEEDS

82

Altho.igh this leS.Mpn ext nds over for days, it r quires v'ery,
little 'time each day P1 n to teach the lessons :i S ction 4
during `the 'remainder of he two MINIEMAST period each day.

. When seeds are left overnight it cylinderof Wat r, the seeds
swell and the -height ofthe oolumn Of,seeds in 0.1 cylinder,:

*increases\.

a [
, 1'

I

1' I

1

%.0

I -..4

Column o 'seeds at s
Day 0.

rt 'Column of seeds after 24 houv8,
Day I'

After observing the increase,in,height of the seed column,' the', .-
children spr.eadthe seeds' on. paper towels to dry. The next-. ..

dpy the'bhildren. put the ,scod....tnto'en empty cylinder and
measure the heigheof the seed column agiri.- "I'hen;tliey

,

dp-readAffebeans. out once 'mor'e and measure theni i)fte r a-
second 1.-,:ay of dryingto,isee Whether they .1-ia-ve.shrufik still ; , ,

(:, more.. The children i'"qcord eaCh\,day's,da"ta an WOrksheet 18. . -,.. ,.

. ,. '''' ..- \

0 ; t,.
I

'

j
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. This activity gives the children an opportunity to observe
and record a' change in piie that can be Made to go _in two,
directionS, rather thanijust increasing Or degreasing,. *:

,The absorption of water (imbibition) ,ky yariou ?naterlals such,
as Peas , beans ,,ride and wood has practical pplications that .

, .

the children might enjoy thinking about. For e ampfe:, their
mothers have to Know how rnuchwater a cup of ice,vq11 absorb
to know -how smuch to add for cooking, how larg a"p'ail to use. .1
to cook it in, and how many peOPle it will serve . 1

. ,.
1 : ,. ..

In some' instances the power of Iwellrng objects as been
used ertO gre t advantage . BeforeL ekpldsives were Lscovered ,
stone was, quarried by pouring water on pieces of y-wood.* .

that had
i

een. wedged into holes lin the rock.. EVen now this
I

.method is used, in cluarrying marble and granite for peeial ...

purposes. There is some historidal evidence that s cuing
seeds w re also used to split ro )cs: You can demo strate
the pow r of sweleng seedS,With a simPlexperime t.'',,' Fill
a small la stic. bottle with beans and pour as much Ater into
it as po sible. Screw the cover On verb. tightly:, ,orit e. strong

.... surgiCal tape to.keep the cover securer}, in. place.. -T e next .
day the plastic bottle Will be broken. ,...

NOTE:.
and Da
fact tha
beayis h
little c
have be

,be -no

27

MATERIALS

he Ile\ght of the water leVel in the cylinders n Day 0
is not\aconsideration in this lesson, beybpd the

a certain leye7 was specified to insure that the
ve enough watery to absorb. There should be very

asnge in the water` level, if the top's of the cylinders
n tightly coVeredwith plastic ;wrap arici if the to has
spillage;

-- for each child
stray

I.
plant ccyli'nder with centiineiter tape attached

tap r.,label for child's name,
f

souff e cup filled with Michigan navyibeanq

conta'ner of\watpr



medicine dropper- -, ..
.

pieje-of plasfic,wrap to cover to ofcylinder
paper towel . /i. \

i

W014K S lie et' ti18,

-- for the class 4.-

box or ban in whicl
day

O

to ,store all the Cylinders from

.

1 beam balance (frorri Unit 16)

box. of paper:clips. (#1)
4

extra, plastid cylinder with S--crew top, or
bottle with cap and strong adhesive tape

enough beanS to fill a cylinder or plastic
'(optional)

4

plastic pill
(optional)

pill bo tle

Attach centimeter tape-to enough
wicup
cylinders so th t each Child.-

Can have/one. Fill souffle cu.th Michigan avy beans:
,AsSemble,al the materials specifid fyr each c ild on trays,
or arrange them on a table where the children Can come and

4'get the /m:,.

PROCEDURE ,
Day 0

Gi
th
ci
h

4,
e a tray to each child, or ask 'the children to come and get'

LmatertFrs-and have them work on paper towels. .Ask each
ild to label his Cylinder with his nameorgrlitials. Next
ye each child fill hip Icyli er to the -2-cm mal-k with beans

f o n the'souffletcup. 'Stigges that th, children talse out or
ut in beans , land, jipgle them around a little in the cylinder
o'get the beans as ? nearly level with the 2-cm mark 4s por.si.

,ble. ,..Neiit.as.k the Children toalbour enOugh-yater in each
icylinder so, that beans and;v et combined reach the

;I - i'mark, Remind them that they-.:can adjpst the water, level with
.,/ a medicine' dropper. After teat, should,cover the:

7
i

MP



top of. his Cylinder tightly with plastic wrap. and stand it in
the box or pan you pave provided for that purpose. Next , ask
each child to look at Worksheet 1'8.

WE HAVE JUST STARTED AN EXPERIMENT WITH BEANS --
0.N WHICH CYLINDER SHALL WE MARK THE HEIGHT OF

THE BEANS TODAY? (On the cylinder above the column
marked "Day 0/1

Have the children put a.mark at' the left of the cylinder to
show the' height of their bean columns on Day 0.

TOMORROW AT ABOUT THIS SAME TIME WE WILL LOOK
AT OUR CYLINDERS AGAIN AND FIND OUT WHETHER
ANYTHING HAS CHANGED. WHAT DO YOU THINK WILL
CHANGE?

Let the children speculate freely about what will happen, but
do not reveal whether they are right or wrong.

85
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Now ask one child (George) to fill a cylinder with beans.tto.
the 2-cm mark and then to weigh the beans with the 'beam .

balance, using paper clips as weight units. Make a record
of the weight of the.dry beans on Day 0on a chalkboard chart
that will eventually look like this:

'15
u,

3

ro

(1)

p.30
z
in az
ro cgo

/5

W p

5

5

0
Pay 0 Day 1 Day Q.. Da.9 .3

. Gcorge's,weight experiment

Next have Ge6rge put thth.beans back in the cylinder'and add
water up to the .7-cm mark. When he has done that., have him
pour the:Water into another container and weigh it. Make
simple record for the weight -of the WAter.ln paper clip, units
on the chalkboard. (If George has used 41 paPer clips, the
record should lodk like thti: On Day 0, the weight Of the
water in George's cylinder 40 papeinclip units.).

HaVe George label his cylinder "Weight Experiment," restore
the water to it, cap it_wirh plastic wrap and set, it aside until
the nextday.

- 9
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Day .1

Have each child observe the new bean lew.el in his_cyli:nder
apd fill in the new reading in the appropriate column of
Worksheet 18. Men have each Child drain the water out of
hs cylinder and spread his beans. out on a paper towel:

(8ome,of the inverted cylinders .may have to be tapped'dharply
on the dedk to dislodgeall the beans.),,,Have each child mark
his-towel with his name or initials and put it in a ,place where
it can be left overnight for the bean's to dry oat.

N Now have.George drain the Waterfrom his cylinder into the
same container he used the day before for weighing the Water,
and Weigh his beans before he spreads them out on a paper
towed. Make a record of the'weight of the beans above Day"
On his chalkboard chart: Have the children compare the in-
crease in weight of the beans With the increase'in the height
of the beans in the cylinder. (Both measurements for Day I
.ar about twice those for DayQ.)

Befbre George weighs the water from his beans, ask the chil-
dren to speculate about whether there will be more water, less
water, or about the same amount of water- as on Day" 0, and
give their reasons. Then have George weigh the,water and

''reCord the new weight on the chalkboard. (It.should be about
half that of Day 0..) Ask the children what became of the rest
of the water. !'(It went into the beans; the beans absorbed it:),

If you wish to do it, this is a good time to start the experithent ,with -t cylinder crowded full of beans,and.then water t- and
ask the children what they think will happen. Be sure the
cap to this cylinder is,do 'tightly screwed .or taped in place
that the cover will not one off and spoirthe experiment.:

Day 2

The children take the dry beans from theft...paper towels; put
them in their empty cylinders , make a reading of the new- bean
height," and record it onthe worksheet. 'Then they spread the
beans out orrihe towel again. Depending on the,cohditions in
the classroom, the shrinkage'bY the next day may'rtot be
measurable, -but the possibility is worth speculaticp,and in-
veStigation by the children.

.-. 8
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Ask the children to predict the weight oreorge's beans.
Then have George weigh his beans and record the new weight.
Have ttrechildren compare the loss of weight with the' loss of
size. (The Josses will be "about the same. George's beans
willweigh about half of yesterday's weight, and the height
of the dry beans in the cylinders will be about -half of yester-
day's height.)

WHY DID GEORGE'S BEANS WEIGH SO MUCH LESS
TODAY? (Because they shrank like' ours; because
the water evaporated from them; they dried Out, etp.)

.The children should be able to see that there is a relation
betWeen the loss in size and-the loss in.weight, both caused
by loss of water from the be.ans.

Day 3:

IF GEORGE PUTS HIS BEANS, IN WATER AGAIN, .WIL,I;THE
BEANS.CHANGE AGAIN? HOW WILL THEY CHANGE IN
SIZE? -HOW WILL THEY CHANGE IN WEIGHT?'

After the children predict, have George put his dried ,up beans
in the cylinder, and add water to the 7-cm mark' as bef4e,

On this day, the children make the last measurement and re-
Cording of the bean height'S. Then George weighs several
batches of beans that,other children have been drying for
dayS , in order to geanapproximate reeding for Day 3 \gn his
weight char4'. The children compare George's weight record
with their own height data. They .iscover there is a corms-
pondence.between the two.

Next George shows the class .his cylinder of re-soaked beans ,
and the class observes that the beans have again increased in
Size. ,Then he weighs"the wet beans so that the ,class can see
the beans have also again increased in weight.

Ilyou have.don- e the broken-bottle 'experiment., let the children
examine the broken cylinder and speculate about the cause.
Then; if you like, tell the class how this swelling through
absOrption of water has been used to split rock.

100
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Whether you haVe done the bottle experiment or not, lead the
children to a discussion of whether tlIe swelling -of seeds is
Of any practical use,by telling anything they have noticed
about the cooking Of rice, barley, oatmeal, etc. at home.

WI-TEN YOUR MOTHER-COOKS OATMEAL, DOES. SHE
ADI3 A LOT OF WATER-TO A SMALL AMOUNT OF OAT-
MEAL, OR DOES SHE FILL THE POT MOSTLY WITH
OATMEAL AND ADD A LITTLE WATER?' WHY?

If you wish, let the children bring small ambunts of dry bar-
ley, rice, Wheat, etc. to test with water in their 'cylinders.
Wood chips or sawdust could also be soaked in water and the
results noted.

--You-can call the. children' s attention to the fact that wood
absorbs,,water by asking them why bureau drawers and house
doors stick at times.

SOMETIMES' IT InDIFFICULT TO OPEN T E)DRAWERS OF
WOODEN FURNITURE. CAN ANY OF YOU TELL US WHY
THIS HAPPENS? DOES THIS OCCUR IN ANY PARTICULAR
KIND OF WEATHER?

1 0
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SEC l'ION 4 PLOTTING ORDERED PAIRS

PURPOSE

To give practice in plotting data on.a grid.

Tel give p?actice in ieterpreting graphical data:

1

COMMENTILRY

it 4

90. .

*N .

This unit is devoted to the. observation of different kinds of
!.. 'changes, and-the recording of. those changes in a number z'af

different ways. One of these recording methods is to graph
the data by plOtting points on a grid on which the horizontal

x--axISt shows 'one change and the vertical or y-;axis shows
another change. For example, to show growth over a period
of time, we .14s-e the xaxis to represent regular units of time,
and the ci=dxis to'represent units of height-measurement. The
graph showing that a plant grew from 2 inches tall onthe third
day, to '3 inches tall on the fourth day and then to 3* inches
tallon the fifth tidy would look like this:

3

o

1

I 2 ,3 4

Time

6

The location of the point recording plant size on the -third day
can be describe&I by a pair of numerals (3,2)' that locates the
point in referenc, to the two.int&secting axes , time (x) and
height (y). The pair of numbers- (the coordinates) is called
an ordered pair, because it is always given in the same or
der -- that is, the horizontal oix=axis,location is always
stated first, and the vertical or yraxis location-is -always
stated second.. .

1 02 .
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- The lessons in this section are deSigned to prepare the chil-
dren for graphing data in this way and for interpreting such
graphs.

r.

We begin with columns and rows of desks and show the chil-
dren how these can be recorded on a room map. The children
learn to locate each child's desk by an "address" which is
an orde'r'ed pair of numerals nahing the column and the row in
which the desk is located. Lines drawn through the colurims
anerro's on the map become the children's first eXperience
with numbered grid lines.

The children continue locating points on a grid by "name-and
address-" That is, point. A is at (3,2). They learn to find
3 bn the h-orizontal axis (called the "over" axis) by starting
at 0 and moving over to 3 ; they find '2 on the "up" or
vertical axls,4y_moving up frOm ti . Then they trace the grid
lines from each of the axes to the point at which they inter-
sect.' -

Orderedpairs ar.e provided .in tables , and the children trans-.
fer them to grids. (The bonus for this task is to draw a
"follow the dot" picture on the grids) They also work with
the inverse operation -- that is, they read the plotted points
on the grid and transfer their addresses (the brdered pairs)
to tables..

It is expected that many children will be able to handle this
work easily, after their work with graphs in preceding acti-
vities. Others will ne'd extensive practice. Therefore, the
lessons of this section may be used formally or as free-time
activities , as best fits the need of yOur 'Class. It' is 'hoped
that'they will appeal to the children so that hey'will Continue
to play the games and thus review the processes even after-
the unit.is completed. .1rou can consider the section success-
fully completed when the majority of children are able to lo-
cate a point-Onia grid When given its coordinates as an -'or=
dered you-may then proceed to the next section
which these skills are applied'to Specific Problems.

a
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Lesson 17: PLOTTING ADDRESSES O

In, this leiSon the children learn to describe locqtions of their
desks in terms of ordered pairs of .numerals referring to the
column and row -'they are in. They locate the corresponding
intersections or a grid superimposed on a map of the room:

MATERIALS

tagboard

darns with -mbers for labeling rows and columns of desks
red marking pen

PREPARATION

Before teaching this lesson, arrange the desks in an array,as
sho;nih id the dcagram,.below., and'draw a map of the arrange-
ment on a'large piece of tagboard. you .normally .have the
desks in an array, draw the map of.your regular arrangement.
It is not essential to have six columns or six row's.)

Put numeral cards on the first desk of each column and row.
As you face. the plass, Column will be on your left, arid'
'Row. I. will be closest to you. Show your own desk in its pro-
per location.

3
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PROCEDURE

Activity A

Remind the children that in an arras. Such as that formed by
their desks ,`colurnns go up and down and rows go across.
Distrj..Pte the cards assigning numbers across the first row
and down the first column of desks: Have the children seated
at their desks. Tell them that when 'you shut your eyes 7 they',
are to move qUietTy--to other desks. Keep yOur eyes closed
throughoUt the first part of-khe activity.

. 4,. \7-----When'the children are' settled, ask:.
,\ . .

MARY.BROWW, WHERE ARE YOU SITTING?
e

If she answers "At fohn's?desk, sr say:

I'VE FORGOTTEN WHICH DESK THAT IS; CAN YOU TELL:._
ME IN ANOTHER' WAY? (Third column, secOnd \seat.)

If necessary, help out by asking:
. .

WHICH COLUMN ARE 'YOU IN? (Third.) ;WHICH ROW?
(SeCond.) YOUARE IN COLUMN THREE', ROW TWO --
OR YOU,, ARE, AT THREE, TWO. ,

NOW TELL ME WHO IS SITTING AT FOUR,. THREE -- IN
COLUMN TOUR, ROW THREE?

Repeat this with several. children'.

Then open your eyes and call on several children to give you'
--i-thdffa:ddresses----that is, to name the column and row of the

desk they are sitting at: -EinphaTiTe-IWZthe column_address.
is always given first, and since we know that, it
necessary to,use the words "column".or.."row" before the num-
erals.

Vary this by calling out addresses e.g. , (2,6), OA and
having the children seated.atthosetdesks.stand.

II

S..
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Activity B ' 2,_. . .. 'q m
.

... .' I i . "If you, normallyhave the desks arranged in an arrig; havgi
the children return to their, own seats: Shew'4ie class
tagboard-nritp. of the de`k. gri'gri' 9.einerit Tell ther that.it.. - .%

sh.oXrs tlkelesIcs 'as 'rbo.lr `iewthem from, the front of the zoom..' Tefrke tche_ map to the..back of.the room so that the'children ,0'1'

have to turn around intheir sb'a-ts To see it. This wilLmake
,....,

. it easier f6r them to relatetheir physical positions to the,
.. visual...impress06-gtiven by the app. -1t-will hIP>glem s.ee-

. , A
. ,

s .... why the desk that iseems.todief.,,ikthe front right hagl cornet' 1
cif the room is shown at thelowenreftlian'd corner'of'the m'apt'-. .

. ..

.
4114... .

A
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With a red marking pen draw verticaf, lines 'through each. ,column of desks and across each -row. These Tines v5ill forM
a .grici with a desk at each'intersection.
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Continue to ask children to give their addresses, or to re- ,
spond .to .addresses yOu call out, but now have each also go
to the map and put his initials on the desk at the proper
intersection. Occasionally point to p desk ori
one that does.not have initials on it and askthea Class for
its address. Then the child at that desk should go to the
map jo*Atial the appropriate 'desk.

. .

When the children are able to do this activity with facility,
carry the map.to the fiontOf,the room and continue as before_.'
Ifqhey.have too much trouble with the change in orientation,
c'oritinUe workitig from the baCk of the .rcom, since the main. -

purpose of the less& is tbteach_the reading, of coordinates
on the:grid., Keep the .whole blasssinvolv'ed in checking
add're'sses . You may prefer to Jet each child call out a
child's nameor address after he has initialed or given his
own address's- .
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Lesson 1.8:' PLOTTING PICI.t.TRES

In this lesson tn children use ordere d. pairs to locate points
on a grid. The they connect the points to draw pictures.
This gives them a great deal of practice with naming points
on the grid.

We supply more of theie worksheets than you tvVvjjant to
use in class time. Optional worksheets carrbe done during
free time.

MATERIALS

mirrors, t" cube masking (i" wide ) glue

-- for each child --

Worksheets 19 -

PREPARATION

66

Before distributing the mirrors provided rnyyour kit, follow
--these steps% (Tape, tvooden,cubes , etc. , are included in

the .kit.)

1: Glue 1" cube to the back of the mirror at the center of
the: lower edge. The block should be even with the edge
of the Mirror.%

2. Use the i" masking tape to cover the two side edges and
0

top edge of the mirror,, as shown,above.

4 0 . .
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PROCEDUkE
4

Activity A

:11

A

.On the chalkboard draw a 10 by 10' grid, and number the
'axes.. Haye,the children turn to Worksheet 19_. As you read
Of the data i*one point at a time, the children are to plot
each point On their Worksheetc. Tell the children that we
call the address of a, point ,"an ordered palr" because.we
always give and plot the numeral in the same order.

Plot the first few points at the boar while the children
follow on their woiksheets.

WHAT IS' THE ADDRESS 'FOR POINT A? \(1 , I) ,

F Ii\TD INTERSECTION (I , . THERE IS4.A _DOT1AT THIS
INTERSECTION ON THE WORKSHEET.' IT IS ABELED
POINT A.

AA

Use a finder of your right hand to trace"from 0 to I on the
hdrIzOntal or x-axis. Tell the children that to find the first
number of the pair we,00 over from 0 along the "over!' axis.
158e a finger of your left hand 'to trace u6 from 0 along the
vertical or y-axis. Tell the children that to findthe.second
number of the parr we go up front along the 'up" axis. .

Then trace alOng the ,grid dines with both fingerS untjl they
meet at the Intersection. Mark it with the ordered. pair-

(I , I) and label it "A."

THE 'ADDRESS Off' POINT A IS (.1., WHAT IS THE
ADDRESS FOR POINT B? (I ,7).-

-

FIND INTERSECTION (1,7). PUT A D'OT'THER'E.- LABEL
"B.`"

.

Repeat the detailed procedure for point B while the-children
work at-their seats.. Theri have a child come to Work at the
board as you continue,reading the-addresses, one 'by brie.

A , 1) C

B (1 ,7) D 1'0)

C.) 97
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E (3,1,0)

F' (8,9) k (63).
G- (4,10) L

H (8 , 7) -(5,1)*

I (8,1)' N (1;1):

After all the points are plotted, the children will connect
them in alphabetical order, using straight line segm. entt be-
tween points: HaVe them use a`Straightedge to draw the
line segments. (They need practice in this skill to prepare .

them for work in Unit 21.)

Now iiave the children do WOrksheet 20 independently; (Pro-
vide help, only when it is needed.) Worksheets -21 and 22 are
optional free -time activities.
..
All the children should do Worksheet 28: This provides on
half of a symmetrical figure. Have the children stand their
mirrors up along line pH,the_qine of syrnmetry to.see what
the complete figure should look like. Then, by counting grid
lilies, they should complete the figure, label, the points with
letters and ordered pairs, and write the addresses for the .

points in the table. Worksheet 24 is another optional activity
involving symmetry.

N,
Activity B

e,

Have the children work ih pairs. On Worksheet25 each child
is to draw a four -sided figure using straight line segments
that begin and end at grid inteitections. (Each new line seg-.

ment is t9 begin at the-SarnePoint-:that the-last one ended on.)
The children write down and then read to their partners the
addresses of their points. Each reproduces the other's
figure, andlrhen'they compare the reproductions withthe
originals.

Worksheet 26-provides for a similar activity in which the chil-
dren draw simple pictures, again using straight line segments.

98
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Worksheet 19.

Unit 19 .Name

,Plot and label those points.

Then connect themlrialphabetIcal order.

A 11,1.1

B '11,71

C

-0 (2,101

E 13,101

F (3,91

6 14,101

H (8,71

I (8,1)

J (6,11

H 16,31

12

. 10

9

8

6

5

4

1

2

0

13

H

N Ml

T-2 3_4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Norksheet 21
Unit 19: Name

Now solve this puzzle.

A (3,71

, B (5,31

C (3,21

D (15,21

E 115,3)

F, 116,31

6.

H

1

J

L

(16,51

115,51

115,6)

(13,91

18,91

16,81

.
M 15,9)

N 17,121

,j) 14,101

P 15;13)

Q 13,101

R 12 101

S 10,81

A e

MICIC74111110
EICJIIIIIIIIiMill

AL Ail! !(
3.

IMMO
OEM I !MOW
Miiiiiigiiim 12111111111111111 x

,11111111111
VII _

a le
RI
111011111111A4

IWO
a

C ..211111 NI I
2

1

.. S 4 5 6 7 8 9 10-11 12 19 14 I' II

Worksheet420
Unit 19 ;*1me

Plot and label these points.

Then 'connect them in alphabetical order.

A 10,51 F (6,61 (6441

B 12,6) (13,63 111,01

C (4,6) H (15,81 M (9,01

D 19,11) 1 115,5) N 14;41

E (11,111 J '117,41 0 (2,41

12

1
IQ

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

D E ,

AI''-" A
,3 C Min 1111111111111CV

A..e: -=-II'ra;:-.211i1E---. x

0 ,k
_

1111
1.11, ,

t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16,17

11orksheet 22

Unit 19 Name

A (2,11 F' 16,8)

ii 10,4) 6 (8,81

C 14,41 II 17,61

D 14,61 1 18,61

E (546) .1 19,8)

111,81

410,6)
M 112,61;s

N (12,41

O 116,41

P (13,11

. ,

a -1--
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Worksheet 23
Unit 19 Name .

"Here is hali,n picture.
Use your mirror to see It all.
The'llne of symmetry is DIL
Count the grid lines to complete the picture.
Now dame the points.-and fill in the chart,:

.16

14

13

1

1

9

8

7

0 1) 2,

A (3 , 0)

Worksheet 25

Unit fJ Name

Draw a 4-sided shape on the grid.
Name the points and fill In the chart.

Then tell" the addresses to your friend.
Did your friend draw'the same shape?

6

5

4

3

.2

C

2' 3 45 6 7 .8

a

,Write the addresses' for your friend's shape.
Now draw,the'shape., Isit-the same as his?

6

2-5

4

3

2

1

0
.0 3 4 5 6 7 8

w-

'S

Worksheet.24
Unit 19 - ',Name

Here Is another symmetrical picture.
Use your mirror on line AG.
Complete the picture and fill in the chart.

8

7

6

5
A

3

2

1

%-0

F

1 .2. 3, 4 5-,6 7 89

^I

B (2",5) F 19,6/ J

C (3,) G (9 ,41

D (7,B)

10 11

(1,3)'

(7.61

(3,)

,a)

Worksheet 26
Unit 19 Name

',-

Draw a picture. Usetonly, straight lines.

Tell your friend the addresses.
. 4.*

6

5

1

123111
4111111103111M1

oo
F

1 23 '4 5 6. 7 8 9

Write your friend's addreises.
Then draw his picture.

A 10;24

(2,$1

D

E 17,11_

F 11,0 1

6

5

4

-A (°,3)
U" (4.,,51

C (k5",3,..'

( 7. /1

C

rA
0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

D

C.

1 2
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Lesson 19: "GO MOKO"

This game prov.ides further practice in naming and locating
points on a grid. rt is similar to tic=tac-toe, and can be
played.ei,ther as a class .activity or by pairs or small groups
of children. Some extra.grid sheets are provided at the back .

of the student manuals so that children can play during their'
free time. -

PROCEDURE

Draw e I 0 by 10 grid on the chalkboard and number the axes:

Divide the class into two learns, the Oistand the N's.
--;

The teams take turns calling out the addresses Of grid inter -
srtions by giving the ordered pairs. As each intersection is
icalled it is Marked.with an X or an 04, according to the team.
that called it'. No intertection may be called twice.

/The.objective of the game is for one team to capture any four
adjacent points that lie in a straight line, either horizontally,.
vertically, or diagonally. The team's should choose inter-
sections with two considerations. in mind - to -0 in control
of a line of points, and to,block the' other team.

Fill in a demonstration game as you explain the game to the
class. Allow the- teams to consult for.each turn until they are
familiar with the rules. Then you can make the game more
challenging by making the rules stricter. For example, con
sultation or calling an address out of turn might lose the-team
its turn.

,.
Be sure that the child who narks the4grid uses the first number
in the address to go along the "over" axis and the second
number to go along the "up" axis. The children will quickly.
learn that a turn is'wested if the address is called out in the .

wrong order, because the wrong point is captured.

113
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SECTION 5 VOLUME AND WEIGHT:

PURPOSE

To review .and extend the concepts of-weil-it and volume
and the measurement of these two properties.

, .

To reinforce. the concept of conservation of weight and
volume despite Change in shape of an object.

To help children develop an intuitive idea of the relation,
between weight_and volume.

To have the children gather data and reco d it by means
ti of graphs, and to have them interpret grap s.

To give ractice in exteriding,a table of measurements from
data alr ady,known.

COMMENTAgY

. . -vn
This gectionls intended to review and enlarge th4hildren's
understanding of weight, volUme, function and measurement.
Graphs are used by the studenti as tools kir analyzing the
relations between; two kinCrs of measurements. Thus function
is themajor subject of,the section, with the weight-volume
relation as the- vehicle.

In Lesson 20 the childrerrcompate- the Capacities. of containers
of different s4eS.:' To-do this they have to. make some simple .

computations, using 'repeated addition or multiplication.. (A few
children may also use subtraCtion.)

. .

In, Lesson -214the children.reinforce'or rediscover a concept that
was introduced in earlier units -- that changing the shape of an,
object does not change its volume or weight. ,The proCedure is
to have the, childret change balls of clay into various shapes
(without adding dr removing ,any Clay) and then drop them, one
at a dime, into a container of waster. .41e-children_arrime. et the_
gonclusion.thatmo matter how they change the, shape of the Clay
its volume remains the same, because they note that each time
the water in the container rises to the same level. That change
of shape does not affect weigbt is checked by weighing each
changed shape of the clay.
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Lessons 2-2 and .23 giye the children the opportunity to gather
volume and weight.data abOut some lead sinkers and' to plot

.., this data in Lesson 24. In Lesson 25 the children find the
weight and' volute Of clay-objects of different sizes. In Les-
son 26 the children use theit ;meter displacement and weighing

-----
techniques to find out whether an "unknown" object contains:

5 -0 "'
Inore'Te&I--ormore clay. . ,k '' . .

, ---__ ---____
Lesson 27, though primatily- review and evaluation lesson,
ddes give an early introduction to, nd_ ractice in , the 'kind?
of graphing lessOnS the childrr will tiavein lat units. In
this lesson the children' arel'etiliired to interpret grap , and. . .

from the ease or difficulty they haYe iirtrying to do this, y61..-C'.

can estimate OW much understanding of graphs they have- .

----.....

.. ,
acquired by that time,Because the'children will be given
much more work with making and interpreting graphs in the.
future, do not be discouraged -if onty a few students seem to
have mastered the ideas

1

ft

1
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Lesson 20: MEASURING THE VOLUME OP FIVE BOXES, .

The children construct paper boxeS of assOiied sizes and
shapes, and find the volume of .each as measured in-1\71inne-
bar units. They may use any method they choose for finding
the Volume -- counting, Matc14ing, adding, multiplying,:
or any odmbinalion of these 'methOds. The children will s0'-
that there are many ways to find the answer to. -a problem.

-

Problems involving numbers larger than those with which the
children have.previously worked are introduced, but it is not..
expePted that they complete all,the ComputatiOns indePendently.
Rather, they should see that they Can describe procedures even
when,they cannot parr' y them out:.

MATERIALS

W or k she et s . 2 7 , 28, 29 and 30
;

cellophane. tape

I. ed and 1 yellow crayon for each child

7 set of Minnebar_sfor each child .

additicin slide rules

..:PREPARATION

Cut out and assemble the wheel base and two wagon bodies
from your copy of Worksheet 27, using as aids the diagrams
on Worksheet 28. This will enable,you to anticipate any dif-
ficulties the children may have' when they assemble theirs.

-

`PROCEDURE

Activity A .

Use the story situation that begins, on page 109 to introduce
, the problems of this lesson. ..

. ,

I_



Worksheet 27
Unit 19

,

-Wheel support

s

Name

Tom's wagon body

AWheel support

Wheel base

.4. 4
4

4ike's wagon body 105
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Worksheet 28
Name
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ao

Mike was all excited because he had been. given, a bright red
wagon for hid bifthAY.' Itwas not so big as his friend. Tomes .

yellow-wagon, but it was much shinier, and,its,wheels didn't
squeak. On Saturday morning Mike could hardly wait to finish
eating his breakfast so that he could go o4 and Use his wagon::

N

A

tr

Tell the children they are. now goitg to build small paper
presentations of Mike's and Tom's Wagons from Worksheet
27. The Chilaten-can use Worksheet 28 fot reference, bUt
dive the f011owing oral instructions also:

I 'Cut dufwagoh bodies, wheel base and wheel supports.'
Cut alonheavy black lines only dotted lines.are for
folds.

2. -Color Mike's wagon red and Tom's yellow.

3... Assemble bodies by foldirig'along dotted lines and pasting
flaps ai each corner.

4. Folwheel supports on dotted lines.
5. Fold wheels down-along the dotted lines.

.

6. Attach wheel supports between the whe61s, using tape.

7. Attach wheels to supports, using tape.

Activity B

Mike's father said to him, "Mike, rhave-ajob fOr y6u to do,
and I think you will enjoy it. But if I had asked yoITTO713-Iis

Jo, ...
. .

t. . ,
week I don't think you would have liked it at all. Can you guess
what it is?"

Mike couldn't guess . His mind was really on his red wagon_i_
not on bad's riddles. So -he looked at his father's face fora hint,

and he saw thatliis father was looking but of the kitchen window.

He looked too, and' he saw the big pile of woo en blocks .that was

in the back yard. "I.knoW!" he said. "It's the locks! Do ybu
want me to move them in my'red wagon? "

a
119
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"'You guessed it," Dad 'Said:, "Mr: JOhnSon is'-going to use,,..

therri to build a playhouse for his grandSon. Wouldi'you Cart them

-over to his yard this morrifdg?"",,-
. .,. .

-"I sure will l" Mike said.. "I wonder how many, trips f -will have
. . . . .

,
. .-

te- make.,"
,

Mike and his fa ther went out into the yard to figure it out. Mike

filled MS wagon with blocks.. He put one layer into the wagon, and
.

then he_piled a second layer on top of it. -But when: he to pull
.

the wagon,- he found that the second layer slid Off because.it was

above the sides of the wagon-. -So he knew that he could carry just

one layer of blocks at a time:
2.

Remind the class That their red Wagons and their Minnebars are
scale'd=down representations- of Mike's wagon and blocks. HaVce

, .
them load each -red. wagon with -a 1alier of Minnebars.' Ask-a
child.how many units of Minnebars there'are (18), and have
him tell'the class' how.hefound,ount- Alre may bave couniedall.,
the bars; he may have counted,Ihe rows and coliimns,arld corn-
putedby repeated addition or by multiplication. ) Ask "other
children to tell how else one could find out how many_ 'Units the
wagon holds, until all the above possibilities are mentioned.

. As the 'answers are provided, write theM on the board. -,

10.

6'

6 Or 3 x 6 =.18
+ 6

18

DO YOU REMEMBER. WHAT VOLUME IS? The number of
units a container can hold.)

THEN WHAT IS THE VOLUME OF THE RED WAGON? (18 .

Minnebar units.)
\
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Mike knew ho'W many blbcks hismagon*Would hold, but he

still didn't know how many trips he would have to make: The blocks

in.thebapk yard, were not, in a neat array so he coul'not Count the

number of ioWs and columns and layers.' He decided that he would.

just .keep making ore trip after another until,he.finished. It did look

as if he would make. a greet number of trips: And he'egan to think.,

how he would' like to cbast"doWn the hill in his red wvon. Soie.
was very happy when his friend.Tom came along with his, yellovrWagon

"Let me help you," Tom said. "My wagon holdsa. lot more than,

yours, and we`will \get done faster. Then we can go:6oasting together. ".

',How much does your wagon hold?" Mike asked.

Have the children fill their yellow wagons with Minnebars and
find the volume.., They May count, add or multiply': AS each
method is described,..write it on the board.

3 x'6'= 1 8 or x 18 = 36
18

+18
36

a x 6 = 18
r.

or 2 3 x 6 =3-6"

. . ,.

'Remind the children that they learned how to multiply by taking'
.repeated jumps on the number line. Review:a simple problem,. such as 3.x 2. . .

C

1
0* 3 .5

1

tHave them turn to Worksheet 29. Along the edge ' they. will find .

a number line showing-I6 units of the same,size as their aadi-,.
tion slide rule'upits They can cut.this Strip pff the worksheet
and use it for doing repeated4addition orrntiltiplication of 18 on

4,1
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theft addition` slide rules, since qe'ilide r1.les---piovide only
for adding 10 or less and ityvOuld be very tedious too count
18 units over and-over-again. Encourage the children to use
the addition slide rule wh4enever they think will help them'
in the following activities.

5,

HOW,. MANY BLOCKS MORE DOES TOM'S WAG91\l'HOLD
MACE'S ?. (18.)

HOW DID YOZI FIND OUT? .

There ace` a number Of observations that may be made abOUt:
the difference in volume of the two wagon's. dorpe children
may'simplyAsuggest that the volume of one be' subtracted
from the volume of. the YQU trtayitte 36-1:8 1,8 on
the board., but do ,not eioject the children to be able to do the
compuIation independeriiiy. ,t

, , ,

4

a .
'1, .!

Some may Observ,e thatone wagon holds twice as much as the
k other, and that thdrefore*if one holds.18, the ,Other vYill j.Bold
1'8 more. .

Some may suggest matching a Minnebar unit from Tom's,wegon
with each unit from Mike's wagon, and then counting the units

- that are left in Toni's.wagon,.

The next problem the boys thought about was !low many blocks

they had hauled altogether. They had tumbled e4ch-wagorload
.,. ,

so instead of neat stacks that would be,easy to .ount, they had ('a big
a

heap. They decided to figure out, how many blocks there were in Mr.
'

Johnson's yard by the number of trips that had been made: Mike had

made three trips by himself, and then he and Tonit had madeone trip

together... How.Many blocks had they carried? :
.

First lead the class to add up the total number' of trips each
made. (4, for Mike, 1. for TOM.) Encourage 'computation
way of layers)-- thais, 4 laxers for Mike, .2 for Tom. Write
on the board all the 'eqUations the children suggest that rnigh'(
describe the total number of blocks. Encourage them to devise
avariety cif equations., including those they are unable to
solve.' Some ate listed. below:

,

A./

.
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The boys made one,more?trip and discovered thattherest of
. -

the blocks just filled the two wagong. WHAT WAS THE COMBINED
.5

VOLUME OF THE WAG,OIS? (18 + 3,6 = 54, or 3 x518 ;-- 54., or
,...1/6 +'"--118 + IS = 1.)

dte

18 +I8+ 18+ 18+ 18+18 =.108
.1

6 x 18`=- C-0S

x 18 =.72, 2 x',IS =36, + 36, =108

The' bays calCulated that` theyohad.hduled 108 blocks before,
and then 521 on'the last,triR, .or a,total of 162 blacks. This sounded. .

like a grededeal to them," because theyknew how big the blocks were;
and' hew hard they had work ed.: They -were all set to brag about. their
work to the other boys they would 'fleet when they went coasting ott-,--
the "'But wait a''mintite, "Mike said, if we tell them.we hauled.
i3Ot pocks, they 5night think we .meat those little blockS.we used to,

' play with inskinderarten. ;Vie have to remember to tell our friends
'that the .blocks we hauled were great ; ,big , heavy hunks of wood ."*.

- . t
"Right!" Tom agreed, and the'two boys; were jtYst :leaving the

johnsons' yard,- when Mrs. Johnson came out to thank them.

mliq.,be pretty hungAY pfter hauling all those big blocks,"
e

he Said.* "I'd better.give you posnet_cookies. HP SO she did, and the
boys ate them, and then they spent-the 'rest ,of the morning coasting
down the hill iri their wagons and telling the other boys abbut the

Itt
work,they had done.

1

, 'Activity. C '41.

j.

'

11

., . .,
- Worksheet-29 gives sothie additional Ikork`withvolume-. . In

'preparationlor this, have the.childten asnaemble the poxs .on
. .

Worksheet 304' These represent Other 'Aildien's:wagons. 'hey
ar0 called boxes C,.') and .E... Mike's wagon body. is callqd - *.
box' A and Tom's is box B,' for the purposes of.Worksheet 29: '-..

. -5

- i23
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At the bottom of the workiheet is a. number line marked off
by 18's an 18 scale.. This is to be used in class discus-

- sion. ASk the-Children to study it and answer your queStions.

LOOK FROM 0 TO THE FIRST NUMBER ON THE NUMBER
LINE. YOU CAN,TELL FROM THIS THAT EACH UNITREPRE-
SENTS 18.

WHAT DOES THE INTERVAL FROM 0 TO 36 SHOW?
(18 + 18.)

,

o.

HOW MANY I8'S ARE SHOWN THE INTERVAL FROM .

TO 36? (2.)

HOW MUCH IS 36 +1 8? (54.)

Have the children find the combined volume of boxes A and B.,.
B and E, and A and ,E, using the I 8-scale.

114.

a.

4

Worksheet 29
Bpi t 19 I Name

block units

Volume
or

Boxes

).;

A /7

C 24
D "0e,

;

1,,x 6 = b .6 x 6 =LAO

2 x 6 =

3 ; 6 = / 8 7. t",

4 x 6 = 9 x 6 =.C/
5 x 6 = to x 6 =

36 72

0

N

4):

--
---

I
0

12_
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Worksheet 30
Unit 19 Name

W. OM. MEM OM AMMI, IOW

I

-.-

ID

MMO ORM

12,

MIND OM=

Cut along heavy
black lines.

Fold along dotted
lines.

1 I 5
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Lesson 21: CONSERVING WEIGHT AND VOLUME

In this lessen, the children experiment with balls of clay to
find whether Changing their shape will- affect their weight or
volume. This is an example of the use o measuferrient to
verify and make reasonable a general principle, that of con-
servation of wieight and voldme. The displacement of water
by an object *ill be one'of the methods used to. study volume.
In both activities, the children will use the balances they
constructed irr Urrit 16.

MATERIALS

beam balance or rubber band scale from Unit 16

paper cups

*I paper clips
k

a

oil-base modeling clay

-- for each pair of children --
2 plastic containers (8 oz. Size)
water

a matched pair of clay balls, about the size of walnuts
2. stringt about 8" long

2 rukber bands

RE ARATION

o modeling clayBefore the lesson, prepare a small of soft.
for each Child. The balls should be divided into matched
pairs in which the two balls are of equal volume. "(Jae a plas-
tic container of water-to make the pairs.- Insert a string intb

he second ball to make the wa.ter rise cto the same. level.
he container with a rubber band, and then put enoughclay in
-ach- ball. Submerge the first bail, mark the water level in

FIZOCE URE -

A tivity A

H ld up a ball of clayabout the size of a walnut and ask the
c ildreri:

DOES THE WEIGHT OF THIS BALL OF CLAY CHANGE WHEN

t3
1 1 7
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IT IS MOLDED INTO A DIFFERENT SHAPE?

As you ask the question, change the shape of the clay ball a
number of times, ending up with a doughnut shoe. Then ask
the class to suggest and discuss experiments that could be
performed to test whether the clay ball changes its` weight
when the shape is changed. (Two weighingswill be neces-,
sary to illustrate that the weight is the same before and after
the shape is changed.)

Have several groups of children weigh a clay ball on the
beam balance and record the weight on the chalkboard. _Then
have them change the shape of the ball, weigh the new shape,
and record the results beside the pre-7ious weight.-

WHAT SYMBOL-SHOUIM GO BETWEEN THE TWO WEIGIITS,

<, ore >?

Discuss these results with, the class and help the children
generalize an answer to the original question. (Changing
the 'shape of the ball does not change the weight.)

Activity B

In this activity the .children again experiment with clay balls,
this timeto determine how the volume is affected when the
shape of the clay is. changed. Start the activity with some
questions about volume. ,.

WHAT IS VOLUME? (The space something occupies.)

If thet,.children are thinking about the'wagons in the last les-
son and offer a definition involving how much an object con -
tains, ask about the volume of a solid object.

IF WE CHANGE THE SHAPE CFA N OBJECT, DOES ITS
VOLUME CHANGE?

.HOW CAN WE FIND OUT?

DO YOU REMEMBER HOW WE CAN DECIDE IF TWO OB-
JECTS HAVE THE SAME VOLUME?

Discuss the problem with the children. They may remember
the procedute they used in Unit 5, Introducing Measurement,

9
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or Unit12, Measurement With Reference_Units, that is, mea-,
suring and comparing the displacement by two objeCts. The
test might be made in water, sand, cork toppers or popcorn..
If the children do not remember these procedures , explain
them ,and review the meaning of displacement.

Divide the class into pairs. Give each pair two plastic cups,
four rubber bands, and two. balls ofclay of abdut the same
volume. One child in each group should fill the cups approx-
imately two-thirds full with water, and place them side by
side to be surethat the water levels:are the same. The chil-
dren can put a rubber band around each cup to mark the water
level. Then each child should insert a string in his ball.of
clay", lower ft into one of the containers, and mark the new
water level with a second rubber bend.. The two containers
can be compared again, to see if the new levels are the same --
if the displacements are the same.

Now each child should remove the clay from the-water, alter
its shape and return it to thawater. He should notice
whether the water returns to the same level, indicating that
the water displacementyis the same'as before. This can be
repeated for several shapes of the clay. Each time the two
children can also compare their resulting water revels.

-- Displacement Level

-- Water Level at Start

4.
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Have the class discuss their findings and deyelop a general
statement about volume. /:,,,

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE WATER LEVEL WHEN ONE PART
, NER CHANGED THE SHAPE OF HIS CLAY? -(The water

level was Still the same as his partner's.)
A

WHAT HAPPENED WHEN THE OTHER PARTNER CHANGED
THE SHAPE OF HIS CLAY? (The water level did not
change.) .

WHAT DOES THIS SHOW US ABOUT THE SHAPE OF A
SOLID OBJECT AND ITS VOLUME? (Changing the shape
does not change the .volume.)

129



Les son '22: MEASURING THE VOLUME OF LEAD SINKERS

In Lesson 15 the children had Practice in measuring water
displaced by marbles , and they did some simple recording of
the results. In this les soh they measure the water displaced
by one letd sinkeand from this they compute how- much water
would be displaced by any number (up to ten) of such sinkers.
Since the water level rises about three millimeter for one
sinker, the children are guided to count by threes to develop
a repeated addition or multiplication chart in the lifthand

'column of Table 2 of Worksheet 31. To this volume data, the
Children will a'dd weight data concerning the lead sinkers in..
the next lesson, filling in at that time the righthand column
of Table 2 of Worksheet 31. Data from these two lessons,
will result in a set of ordered pairs that the children will
plot in Lesson 211.

Activity A is a review of centimeter and millimeter readingi-
and your class may not need it.

MATERIALS

-- for each child --
Worksheet 31

1 lead sinker

piece of string about 10" long

cylinder with centimeter tape attached to side (used in
Les'sons IS and 16)

-- for each group of four --
container of water

medicine dropper

paper towels

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Distribute a scaled plastic cylinder to each child. Ask the
children to study the scale. Discuss their observations.
`Then ask them to hold the cylinder on-its side so that the

130
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tape looks like-a number line. Discuss the numbered marks
and ask the children how many marks there are betweenrone
and two, between five and six, etc.

Now have the children turn their cylinders to avertiCal posi-
tron. Ask if the number line'is different now. When they
agree that only the position has. changed, have them count
the unmarked lines up to one. By the time/they reach one on
the tape , they will have counted to ten. Remindthem,that
the one,stands>for one centimeter, and that each unnumbered
mark is a millimeter.

THE MARK LABELED I IS EQUAL TO 10 MILLIMETERS.-
ROW MANY MILLIMETERS IS THE 2 MARK EQUAL TO? (2Q.)

You may wish to coRtinue the counting to reinforce this idea.
If so, draw-a large millimeter shale on the chalkboard and
have the children practice reading such points as 44 rtim,
32, mm, etc. Tell the children Oat "millimeter" is often
written "mm:"

Activity B

See that each child has a lead sinker, a piece of string, and
a scaled cylinder. Provide each group of four children with

ji a container.of water, a medicine dropper and paper towels.
Let the children-examine the lead sinkers, then hold one up.

CAN ANYONE TELL ME WHAT THIS IS? WHAT KIND OF
METAL IS IT WHAT IS IT USED FOR?

122

Explain, if necessary, that the object is4iade of lead ,ithat
fishermen use lead weights suhas this tO make their lines
sink into the water, and that therefore they are called "sink-
ers." .(Sinkers provided by MINNEMAST are. large -- they
weigh one ounce each. Such-sinkers,are used.only on lines,
intended' to catch very big fish, so the children may never N
have seen.any.of this size.)

Ask the children to tie a string to each of the sinkers. Then
have them fill their cylihders to the 40-millimeter mark with
water and gently lower their sinkers into the water. Theii
ask the class:

131
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-HOW CAN WE FIGURE OUT HOW MUCH WATER WAS DIS-
'PLACED BY EACH OF YOUR SINKERS? (By counting up -,
from he 40- millimeter mark.)

HOW MANY MILLIMETERS DID THE WATER LEVEL RISE?
(It rose about 3 -millimeters.)

Refer to the clay, I-all activity, in Lesson 21 and ask:

WHAT PROPERTY OF THE SINKER ARE WE MEASURING
WHEN WE FINDTHE WATER DISPLACEMENT? (The
volume of the sinkers)

Have the children turn to Worksheet 31 end look, at tke first
'row of boxes in Table 1 . Explain that each 'child is to mea-
surethe volume of his sinker four times and enter each mea-
-surement in the boxes below "Trial I , -Trial .2,'" etc.

Discuss the results. All should be similar -- "about 3 mm."
if some children do not get results that can be desdribed as
"about,3 mm," ask therm to discard their weights and botrow
others. (You want the clasS
to agree ,on this non-frac-
tional measurement!:for the
computations they will now
be niaking.)

Call attention to the first.'
column of 'Table 2 of Work-
sheet 31.

IN THIS LESS WE ARE
GOINGTO FILL ALL
THE BLANKS FOR SLUME
SHOWING HOW MA
MILLIMETERS ONE 81 ER
MADE THE WATER RISE,
HOW MANY WE THINK
TWO SINKERS WILL MAKE,
IT RISE,AND SO ON.
HOW CAN WE DO- THAT
WITHOUTDOING ANY
MORE EXPERIMENTING

13.2

Worksheet 31
Unit 19

Trial 1

Name

Table 1

Trial 2
\gam

displaced
by sinker

!.9 mm a45 nm . SO mm a4p_mm

WroVOtel
St.Pktf

' Woes-
CUPS

4....--,IMP"
CUPS

1 paper

CUPS

4aper
VaUPS.

Table 2

.umber of
Sinkers

Volume measured Iii-nun
rile of water level

We WM measured In
paper cup units

1 3

2

3 q. .

12

5 IS

6 18

7 2.1

fit
9' '3.7

to

I 23
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WITH THE. SINKERS AND THE WATER?

Children may use any method of calculating they wish. They
may count, add by threes , or multiply by threes. The result
should be a. worksheet like,that shown on page 123.

- .
J.

When the volume table is finished, have a few children check
sorry of their answers with actual experiments -- by adding
two sinkers , three sinkers , etc. to their scaled cylinders -of
water. -

Save these worksheets for use in'Lessons 23, 24 and 25.

O

t J

13'
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Lesson 2'3: MEASURING THE WEIGHT OF LEAD SINKERS .

In this lesSZiti the children use'the beam balance"to find the
weight of a lead: sinker in pape,r cup units: After agew.fal -

trials, they find that the weight of each sinker is ab6ut the
same as the weight of five paper cups. They then calculate
by fives to figure out how much two,to ten sinkers would'
weigh in paper cup units, and enter these figure's'in Table.2
of,Worksheet 31.

MATERIALS

':-for each child -=
Worksheet 3 from Lesson 22

1 lead. sinker at \c,

for each group4of fciur

beam balance froze Unit 16

-20 paper. cups

PROCEDURE

. Give,eachchild aVlead
sinker and each' group a
beam balance and twenty
paper cups. ExplairMo the
children that each one is to
weigh his lead sinker four
times, using the beam bal-
ance with paper cups as
Units of weight, and then,
enter the results for each
trial in the second row of
boxes in'Table -1 of Work-
sheet 31.

Have a class discussipn ofe
the reSults. The children
should observe.that each
sinker weighs about the
same as' five paper cups.,

Using.five paper cups as
the accepted weight for one.

o.

Worksheet 31 Name
Unit 19 .

Table L.

3rrial 1 T lel 2 Trial 3 Trial 4

dflil,'ipt7e4
.,,,...,,

t.5 mm *. 4m..
I -,,

.4..,,,,i ...I.,,,,,,,,

Weight of

olrqer
, 57,, pope:

040
"st, PPP4

top*
wrZPaPer

tops
44:,, Met

tops

Table 2

No.,f,,,,/ of
Stekols

yof,ame pleasured in tem
rise of water level

Weight reastiireci In
paper top tAllt

t 3 5

2 10 1 10

3 ,,... / (5 .

4. %
' 11 .20' ,

. i 5 ,Z6.
6 ii 30

7 21° _36

. 8. 424

9 27. -#5

10"
43° 50

\5

134
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sinker, '-have the children compute in any way they-wish the
weights of two to ten sinkers, and fill in these *eights in the
appropriate places in Table 2 on Works.heet 3 1 ... i

4 0 /
a. le .
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Lesson 2'4: PLOTTING VOLUME AND WEIGHT DATA
.

The children-plcit data from Worksheet-431 on Worksheet 32.`
When they have done this ,.they have straight line,.:graphs
showing thesrelation between the volume and weight of the
lead sinker's Used in the previous lessoils.i

%MATERIALS ,
Worksheets 31.4id 3.2

PROCEDURE J'

Have the children turn to WorksheetA32. Point, to the numer- ,
als .onthe left side of the graph paper and explain that these,.
numerals on the axis repreent the weight of ghe sinkers
in paper cup units. Then explain.the numerals across'the.
bottom of graph -,on the "Over.axls. "These numerals
represnt wafer displacement; in terms of Water level rise
shown in millimeter units , and thereiOre indicate volume of%
the ainkers.

t
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Tell-the.childreri to turn to Worksheet 81 and look at the nu-
Inerals in Table 2. Point out that there-are two numerals that

, go together for-each mini-* of sinkers. The displacement '
nunoeral,in the first column'and the weight ,numeral in the
seco-Nd column are ail ordered pair. For sinker, ,thi order-
ed pair is (3,5.).. The 3 meahs the sinker made the water
level rise' 3 mm units; the 5 means thesinker weighed. 5
paper cupunitt. ; ..

. . , . . . .

Show the children Bow to plot an ordered pail-. For a dis-
plaCemetit of 3 mm' (the first numeraleof theordered pair).,. .
the children :move on the'-' vet:" axis to,thenumeral ',3 . Fof-3'

trie ws.ight Of 5 units (tlie.Secorid numeral of the ordered,
pair.)-they move tip to 5 on the "up" axis. Then they trace
along both grid lines to find-the (intersection, and mark th'at

.,point. . .
..,.

-,,
., . .

`

.1. .Dave the children plot five of the ordered pairs from Table 2
of Wortcsheet 31. Then psk them to dtaw line segments from
one mark-to the next. If there were no errors, the children
shO,Lild each have a straight -line graph.

t

t

I
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Lesson 25: VOLUME AND-WIGHT MEASUREMENTS -.2.CLAY VS. ,LEAD

.

In this lesson the children measare and graph the weight and
volume of clay objeciS'Of different sizes. Then they receive
some practice in interpreting the graph, so that they can be-
gin to understand that it showS the relation between the vol-
ume and the weight of any piece of clay within therangeof
the graph. They also learn that if they know the volume Of a
piece of clay, chew can find out the weight from the graph,
and vide versa.

In the last activity of the lesson, the childrenadd to the same
grid a. graph of the voluble and weight of various numbers of
lead sinkers. The result is that the Completedmorksheet
Shows two graphs with very different slopeS-. Because the
"up" axis shows weight measurements and because lead is
much havier ( volume for volume) than clay, the slOpe for the
lead sinkers is very steep. It rises sharply from 0 to 25
on the "up" axis, while extending only..frorn 0 to ,IS
the "over" axis. The graph,for the clay shows a much re
gradual slope, extending oniy.from 0 to 10 onthe up"
axis, but spreading from 0 to 35 along the "o r" axis.

!
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By having the children practice selecting a volume measure-
ment along the "over" axis and ther&comparing the weights of
both the clay and the lead sinkers, for that volume, we hope
the children will tinderstand'what a comparison of the two
graphs shows: that for a given volume, lead is much heavier
than clay. However, do not worry if your class is not part-

,' cularly adept at interpreting the graphs, as later units will
give much more practice in graphs interpretation. In any
case the -Concept that a specified volume of lead is much
heavier than, the same volume of clay should be verified at
the concluoion of the lesson in a less abstract way by
fining one container with clay and another of the same size_
with lead sinkers and ,letting the childre.n compare the two by
hefting.

MATERIALS

-- for each child ,

Worksheet 31 (saved from Lesson 23) and new Worksheets
33 and 34 ,

''for\each group Of five -,-
=-- tray

I stick of oil baOe clay
I craft stick for cutting clay

= 5 pieces of string about 10" long
5 pieces of masking tape tor labeling strings

= 5 cylinders with millimeter taPe attached

container of water

medicine dropper

papectowels

2 beam balances

2,0 paper blips

-- for the class --
t

I souffle cup filled with clay (Activity D)

1,souffle cup filled with lead sinkers (Activity. D)

13
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PREPARATION*

Assemble the materials specified above for each group. Draw
a large 40 x 40 grid on the chalkboard. Mark the "over" axis
"Volume" and the "up".axis "Weight."

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Divide the class into groups of five and have-eaCh group pick
up a tray of materials, two beam balanCes and twenty paper
cups. Have the children turn to Wor sheet 33 and ask the

--gtembers of each group to list there th five nary es in the
croup, Then explain that the first chil listed in each group
will use'the bearh balance to make a ball of clay as close to
the weight of 2 paper, cups as he can. The next child on the
list will make a bal\1 of clay equal in weight. to 4 paper Cups;
the third a ball .equa,1 to the weight of 6 paper cups; the next
a ball equal to 8 paper cups; and the fifth dhild.a ball equal
in weight to t.0 paper cups. Ask all the children to write
these Weight units, in order in the third column of the work-_.
sheet.. Then explain that when a child\rnekes:e clay ball of
the correct weight, he is to put a string n itand Measure
its volume in a scaled Cylinder filled to th 40-millimeter
mark with water.

Give the children ,a demonstration of what they are to' do. Put
two 'paper cups in one of the containers of a beam balance,
then keep adding 'bits of clay to,the,other container until you
have .achieved as fine a balance as possible. Next make a
cylindrical shape of all the bits of clay in the balance, in-
serting a string at,the same time. 3.,a,bel the 'string with mask-
ing tape marked "2" to show the weight. Next fill a scaled
cylinder to the 40-millimete,r mark with water, lower the\cley
cylinder into ,it, ,and have a Child count the number of Milli:-
meters it rose. MentiOn that when the children reach this
point, they will enter this measurement in coluinn 2 of the
worksheet.

Now,askithe children in eadh group to make their measure-
ments of the volume of clay cylinders equal in weight to 2, 4,
6, 8, and I0 paper cup units and to record the measurements.
Go aboLlt the room helping the various groups. Tell the chil-
dren that when they measure one of the larger pieces of clay

140
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for volume, the water should rise all around it -7 if it pro-'
trudes above the water they will not have an accurate mea-
surement of the water rise. Zt may be helpful for the children
to recall here that in Lesson 21 they learned that changing
the shape of the clay dOes not change either its volume or
its weight, providing no clay has been removed. Before the
children put away their equipment to graph their data, make
a quick .check of their worksheets-to see whether the volume'
measurement for each item is represented by a numeral at
least three times greater than.the numeral representing its
weight. Below is a table of measurements (ordered pairs),.
representing a very precise set of measurements. .

orksheei 33 Name.
.hilt 19

II
i .

.

, - ,..- '''''"'"." ' ."'

.

MARY' 67 2
To rIt 1.2 4. .

JOHN 18 6

SANE 24 -. 8
BILL 30 10

If a child's volume measurements are less than three times
those fel- the weights, ask him to make new measurements --
perhadpp with the help o4his group -- and to revise his data.

Activity B

Have the children turn to Worksheet 34. Point out the ramer-
als across the bottom of the grid paper -- on the "over" axia.
Remind them that these represent,the volume in millimeters of

141
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water displacement. Explain that* the numerals on the "ups'
axis representweight in paper cup units. ,

Have the children plot the ordered Pairs from Worksheet 33
onto Worksheet 34. When all points_ have beevlotted by
each child, ask each to draw a straight line segment from (0,,O)
to the first point and then to connect` all the other points with
similar straight line segments. The result in each case should
be a slope that .extends more than three times as far on- the
"over" axis as it does on the "up" axis.

IA ...... .....
^

; .. .. ..... - -

1 .......... ....... ..... 1

1.4.7

5 to

+ ... ...
. .

o...........
1 n .........

. e .....
4 t It 1 1. ar ez A? .11.

inter Daplacement In ;.11111meters IVolume) ,

Check the worksheets and accepLas, valid any tha sh
line sloping gradually from the point (0, 0) to such points as
(35,9), (35., IQ) , or (35,11) at the right edge. of the,,paper.
Have worksheets that seem very doubtful revised; suggesting
that .children remember that in plotting an ordered pair they
must apply the first numeral to the "over axis and the second
numeral to the "Lip" axis.

Now select one child's clay data to be plotted on the chalk-
board grid,. Have this child call out one ordered pair at a time
and have other children plot each point.. When all five points
are plotted, connect them with line segments starting at (0,0)
and. extending to the right edge of the grid.' Mark the com-
pleted line "Clay."
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WHAT DOES THIS LINE SHOW US? (The relation between
the Volume of clay and its weight.)

HOW CAN WEMAKE USE OF THIS LINE? IF WE KNOW
THE VOLUME OF A PIECE OF CLAY, CAg'WE FIND OUT
FROM. THIS LINE'HOW MUCH THAT,PIECE OF CLAY
WEIGHS?. LET'S TRY IT AND SEE.

Select a numeral on the volume line. Have a child dome up
and find the' Weight for that volume by tracing with a finger
of his right hand straight up until it meets the sloping line,
'and with a finger of his left hand tracing the line from the
.flup" axis that meets the sloping line at the same point.
Have a number of children call out volume measurements for
which other children find the weight niaSurements. After
this practice, ask:

CAN ANYONE SHOW ME ANOTHER WAY TO USE THIS
LINE TO 'FIND THE WEIGHT OF AN OBJECT WHEN I
KNOW ITS VOWME?:

Some child_may_ be able to dernoqtrate that if he selectsa
certain.numeral on the volume axis, all he has. to' do is count
the squares above that numeral to give the weight in paper
cup. units-. If no child volunteers, show the children how it
is done, and give them some practice by having the class
call out volume measurements for which various children
should find the weight measurements. Emphasize the usefulL-
ness,of the clay graph in this way:

HOW MANY CLAY OBJECTS DID I HAVE TO MEASURE TO
PLOT THIS GRAPH? (Five.)

COULD I USE THIS' GRAPH TO FIND THE WEIGHTS OF
OTHER CLAY OBJECTS THAT I DID NOT MEASURE? HOW
MANY? , (From this graph you could find the weight of any
clay object that would displace,up to 35.millimeters of

:water in our scaled cylinders.)

Ask one child, from:each-group to call out the volume of an
object his group measured and ask other children. to see if the
graph shows the weight for that object.

r.
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WE HAVE SEEN HOW USEFUL THIS GRAPH IS IN FINDING
THE WEIGHT OF AN OBJECT WHOSE VOLUME WE KNOW.
COULD WE ALSO USE 'THE GRAPH TO FIND,HE VOLUME
OF AN^013JECT IF WE KNEW ONLY ITS WEIGHT?

The children shOuld be able to see,that they can find the vol-
ume for any object '(within the range of the graph) whose weight
they know. Have them show how they would locate the weight
on the "Up" axis, then count the squares "over" to the graph.
The number of squares' counted on.theover" axis would be the
weight'. Let some children name weight measurements and
other children find the corresponding volume measurements,
until' most of the class seems to know how to do it.

Activity C

WE HAVE MADE GRAPHS SHOWING THE RELATION BETWEEN
TWO PROPERTIES OF SOME CLAY OBJECTS -- NAMELY,
THEIR VOLUME AND WEIGHT.. DO YOU SUPPOSE WE
COULD GRAPH, THE SAME PROPERTIES OF LEAD SINKERS
ON THE SAME GRID?

SUggea-t that- the aillifen.fiiie fhe data for the volume and
weight of the lead4sinkers all ready to plot. Where? In

-Table 2 of Worksheet 31.

ON THE CHALKBOARD AND ON WORKSHEET 34 WE HAVE
GRIDS THAT. ARE ALREADY LABELED FOR GRAPHING VOLUME
AND WEIGHT MEASUREMENTS. CAN ANYONE SHOW US.
HOW WE CAN. USE THE SAME GRID TO GRAPH OUR
SINKER MEASUREMENTS?

If no child wishes to demonstrate on the chalkboard grid,
help by having one child call out the first orde'red pair (3',5)
and marking the point yourself.. Then call on another child'
to mark the next point as it is called out. After that, ask
the children to plot as much of the volume and weight data
from Table 2 of Worksheet 31 as will fit on Worksheet 34.
When they have finihed plotting,' have them draw a line
from (0,0) through all their Points. Then complete your
chalkboard graph of the lead' sinker data -and mark the new
line "Lead." Ask the children to mark their worksheet-gtaphs
in the same way.
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1.191d a- discussion about the two different graphs:

WHAT DID OUR FIRST GRAPH SHOW US? (The relation be-
tween the volume and the weight of clay objects.)

WHAT DOES OUR NEW GRAPH SHOW US? (The relation
between the volume and the weight of lead objects..)

WHICH GRAPH HAS THE STEEPER SLOPE -- THE LEAD
GRAPH' OR THE CLAY? (The lead.)

CAN ANYONE TELL US WHAT .A COMPARISON OF THESE
TWO GRAPHS SHOWS? LET'S SEE IF WE CAN FIGURE IT
OUT.
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Have a child come to the,chalkboard and put his finger on the
'lover" axis at the numeral 7 ; and ask the class what the 7

- means-. (It describes the volume of an object that would make'
water rise 7 millimeters' in our scaled cylinders.) Have the
child move a finger u-p the 7-line, stop at the first graph,' and
say howmuch a clay object of that volume weighs. (About.
the same as 2 paper cups.) Now have the child-'continue
Moving the finger up the 7-line, stop at the second graph,

., and tell how much a lead object of that same volume weighs.
(About the same ds 11 p per cups.)

\
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WHAT A COMPARISON OF THE GRAPHS SEEMS TO SHOW
US, THEN, IS THAT''A LEAD OBJECT THAT HASA VOLUME
OF SEVEN UNITS WEIGHS MORE THAN A CLAY OBJECT-OF
THE SAME SIZE. HOW MUCH MORE?

Children May say, The lead weighs a lot more," or "Many
times more," or even, The lead is five times as heavy for
its size as the clay." Any of these answers is acceptable.

LET'S INVESTIGATE SOME OBJECTS OF OTHER SIZES AND
SEE HOW THEY COMPARE IN WEIGHT..

Have the children practice comparing the weights of lead and
clay objects ofyarious volumes shown on the grid. When
most of the children seem to understand how the comparisons
are made, ask:

CAN' ANYONE THINK OF A WAY WE COULD CHECK TO SEE
WHETHER A LEAD OBJECT IS'REALLY HEAVIER THAN A
CLAY OBJECT OF THE SAME SIZE?

Help the children with any simple experiment they suggest.
For example, they may wish to ikak a clay object that is
about the saniesize as a lead sinker and compate the weights
on a beam balance. (They will discover, if they do this, that
they will have to make more clay objects to adhieVe a balance
with the sinker.)

For the next lesson the children need to understand that sim-
ilar volumes of different materials can vary greatly in weight.
To drive home this point,fill one souff16 cup with clay and
anothet with lead sinkers, and ask .eacli child to hold one,
cup in each hand and tell which is the heavier. Emphasize , .

that the voluine in each cup is abo'uthe same./

Ask the children if they can thirik of any reasons why.it might
be important to know whether a volume of one kind of material
weighs much more than the same volume of another, kind of
material., You may receive all sorts of answers: "A present
in a large box that doesn't weigh very much probably contains
clothing or a stuffed. toy." "A present in a big box that is
heavy probably contains a, steel truck or tractor. "A box
that is very small and very heavy is probably full 'of books
or tools." "A big bag that is not hard to carry may be full of
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packages of corn flakes or rolls 'of toilet paper." Whate'yer
the replies, .tell the children that in their next MINNEMAST
lesson, their knowledge will be put to good use, because they
will have to decide. whether three "mystery" objects 7- all
of the same size and appearance -- are all clay, mostly clay,
or a combination of clay and some other material.

Save the chalkboard graph of the clay. and lead and all copies
e

of Worksheet 34 for use in the next lesson.
C.
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Lesson 26: 'UNKNOWN OBJECTS

4,

. /y.
A story,; "The GoidenBiacelet," is used tp motivate..theex-,
Perimental activities in this lesson:. , The children' are shown
three mystery objectS and asked to determine. which is made
Of clay,' which is clay with some lead, and which mostly
lead: They are to weigh'and measure the volume of the ob-,
jects.,, and then make their determination by using the graphs
they completed in Lesson 25.

The anal activity of the lesson can serve as an evaluatibn of
how well the concepts in this,partiCular section have been
undetstood. The children are .given irreg,ulary shaped pieces
of lead and are asked,to find their volume without using the
displacement tec'hnique. If they have understood the previous
activities, they shold b'e able to think ol'weighing.the ob-
jectsand `using the graph to find the volume.

MATERIALS

Worksheet 35

3 objects conatining various amounts ofclay and lead
1

-- for each group-Of five

the same equipment used in Lesson 25

5 pieces of lead of irregular size made by breaking
printers 'slugs (Activity C)

PREPARATION -'`"

Make three "unknown" objects -- all of the sarne size l-- 'to
display on your desk during the' reading,of the Story and for
the children to nSe in an exp,erimer4. The composition of
each object is 'as follows:

0,Tct A -- a lump of clay rolled into a form which Scan be
measured in the scaled cylinder for volume.. .

A size, that displaces about 35 millimet4rs of
water is suggested..

Object B a lump of clay of the same size as Object A,
'but with I lead sinker hidden inside. .

to

I
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Object C a lump of clay of the same size as Objects A

and,B,.but with' 2 lead sinkers hidden inside.

Insert a string into -each object and attach the appropriate
label to..identify the object as A,, B., or C to the other end of ,

,the string.

Prepare 5 pieces of lead of different sizes for each group by
breaking.the printers slugs. If.tlie 'slugs do not break easily
by hand, use a hammer and chisel to break them.

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Place the three mystery objects on your desk. Then read the
story., "The Golden Bracelet, u'as introduption,to this les,-
son. Use the questions that follow the gtOry to start a dis-
Ousslon abOUt determining 'the content of the mystery objects.

I.
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THE
GOLDEN BRACELET

Story by Elaine Vogt
,

Illustrations by Sonia Forseth
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'Once upon a time there was a young man named Alberto who

was engaged to be

the countryside. (lberto

arried to Dorinda, the most beautiful girl in all

owned a small farni. He worked very, hard

day after day and month after month. He

to make room for planting crops, and h- sold the

from sun-upto sundown ,

--------eleated forest lani

wood that he chOpped. He watched over his animals carefully, and
he never let a weedgrow. Ttle spring he was to be married was
espedially lucky for him. The rain and the sun were just right for
his crols. Evelry'heep had twin lambs. And the, town cabinet,.I

maker paid hini a high price for an unusual kind of wood he found
1in his fo rt.

. All and work and good fortune brought him four units of
'gold. Thi gold he took to Mario, the goldS'mith. _
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"Mario," he said , "I have here in my measure exactly four
units of pure gold. I want you to use it all to make a bracelet for
my true,love, Dorinda, -whom-lhall soon marry."

"Ah, you want to give her a fine bracelet for a wedding
present!" the goldsmith said., "Well, let me put your gold into my\
measuring pot to see whether you have brought as much as you say."

Alberto watched\as Mario measured the gold. Alberto thought
that Mario had a very greedy and scheming look on his face as he
measured, but he had seen an exptession something like this before
when some other me,n admired his goldso he thought little of it.
"Exactly four units, just as; you said," Mario announced. "I shall
bring the bracelet to you when it is ready. And for making it ; you
shall 'Pay me ten rducats . " Alberto agreed to pay what was asked.

154
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On the very day of the wedding, the goldsmith brought the

bracelet he had made. He presented it to Alberto in a white box

lined with red velvet. Alberto was very pleased. It Was more

beautiful than any bracelet he could ever imagine!

Dorinda was even more pleased than Alberto. "How hard you

must have worked, and how long you must have saved, dear husband,

so that I could have this beautiful gift!" she exclaimed. Then,

turning to the goldsmith, She said sweetly, "Much thanks to you,

too, Mario. Never before.have I seen a bracelet so beautifully
designed!" an.

Then, because Alberto was a generous man and because the

bracelet had so delighted his bride, he paid the goldsmith twice as
much for his work as was agreed upon. The goldsmith said not one
woi-d of thanks, but quickly pocketed all the money. Then be said,
"I really deserve this extra money, you,know, because I worked

hard and long to make this wonderful bracelet. There is not another;
like it in the whole wide world!" Then he hurried away, lest anyone*
shOuld decide he was overpaid*.

From the very start, Dorinda was exceedingly proud of the

bracelet. Everywhereshe went she showed it and boasted about it.
"Isn't it beautiful? " she would ask. "My husband Alberto had Mario,
the goldsmith, make this bracelet for me from four units of pure. gold.

There is not anothef like it in the whole wide world!"

15G
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Now many of Dorintia's good friends shared in her joy, but
some who were not such good friends, were quite gruflging and
envious. One jealous woman said, "tet me hold you bracelet,

-Dorinda, so that I may admire it more closely." Doritlua slipped
the-bracelet-from her wrist, but when the woman had it in her hand,
she said, "Humph*, for such a large bracelet, 'this one doesn't seem
heavy enough to iSe made of solid gold. I think it's made of silver
inside, with sbraegOld'covering

Though Dotinda laughed, she- really felt quite hurt. It seemed
thatahe had'been hearing thiS jealous remark quite often .ately. It
made her think.' But, finally, she told *self, "It doesn't- matter
what people say; My bracelet is made of Solid gold. Otherrise
Mario would be a thief, and I can't believe that." And, in\her
secret heart, she treasured, too, the idea that there was not another
bracelet'like hersin the whole wide world.

150
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But one day as she was telling some townspeople about the

bracelet, a traveler from a 'distant land stopped to 14sten Then he

interrupted, saying, "You are mistak.en, ic.jung woman, if you think

there is not another-bra-celet lik"e-yo-ur-s---initie whole wide world.

,-Mario,. your town goldsmith, has one exactly like it tuc ked away

in his safe-. He juSt tried to sell it to me to take home to my wife,

but the price i$ so high I can't afford to buy it."

For once, borinda could not laugh. Instead, she ran home to
Alberto and sobbing on his blurted out what the tray,
eler,had said.' "There, there, what of it? "Alberto said, soothingly.

"WouldiLle_so_ba-el-if-there-ch beautiful bracelets in the
whole wide world?"

But Dorinda was not to be soothed so easily. By now: she
was iull.of doubts. "After all my boasting, that would be bad .

enough! But what*if the.otherthing- is true, too?"

'What other thing, Doiincia,?"

"Some people are saying," Dorinda sobbed, "that the brace-
let is not made of solid gold that it is paRTy silver, or maybe
even mostly silver."'

"How could that Dorinda? You know I gave Melia four
units of gold to make the bracelet. Do you think he stole some of
my gold to make this other bracelefthat the traveler saw? '

"I don't know.. I only know that, if he did, We are mu;11.1 the

poorer for it

160
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Suddenly Alberto remembered the greedy sOhem ng look on

Mario's face when he was measuring the gold. He re embered, too,
how quickly Mario had pocketed the double pay, without one word

of thanks. Very angry now, Alberto snatched up the long axe he

used to.clear his land. "We shall find out the truth about the

bracelet right now!" he shouted. "I shall chop it in half and we

shall know ,once and for all what it is made of. Give it me!

"Oh, no!" Dorinda pleaded. "You must not destroy the brce-,

let. It is your wedding gift to me. And I still think it's very beau-

tiful! surely there must be a better way to learn the truth about it."

Alberto put away the axe, "Yovre right, Irrinda.: We must
tily to find a better way., Come, let us visit Ricardo, the town elder.

Perhaps he can help us."

When Ricard'o heard their story, he said, "I have heard some of

of these rumors myself, .but I cannot accuse a person without proof.

.I shall have to ask you to leave the bracelet here, Dorinda, so that

it can be tested to see whether it is solid gold or not."

"But how will it be tested? " Dorinda asked nervously. i"Will, ,

it be sawed in half, or drilled, or scratched, or damaged in any
other: way? "

"No, Dorinda, your bracelet will not be harmed; will take

it toe learned man in the city. He will perform experiments by

takingsome weight and volume measurements of silver and gold,

and then some weight and volume measurements of the bracelet.

Come back this same time.next,week, and you will learn the truth

about it."
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Neither Albert nor Dorinda.nderstood, how anyone. could
test the bracelet-wi hout harming it, but they trusted the town elder,
Ricardo, and they left it with him, Neveitheless , they spent a
worried week. They were quite relieved when they returned a week
later and saw that t e beautiful bracelet was unchanged and u,nharmecl
in any way,

Ricardo spoke. "Your,suspicions were correct," he ,told th,e7rh.

'The tests show -that the bracelet is half pure gold and half pure
silver. Marr io_haS b en arrested and will haVe \to pay a large-fine
fo\- hs dishonesty"

. .

Alberto and Doilinda felt very sad.. They had hoped against
/hope that the tests wrld show that,,Mario Was not a thief and that

..the bracelet was mad of solid gold. "Maybe the tests arewrong, "
Dorinda said, as she picked up the bracelet and put it on.. "You can

Isee that the learned an who did the testing_did*not cut th,e hiracelet.
s ;

!'open: ,How, then, could he possibly know what's inside? "
.

"Dorinda," the rn elder explained, "scholars .have known,
for a long time how to inci*out what amounts of pure silver are,in an
object without destroying it. A very great man ,named ArChimedes
discovered how to do tl-ese things many, handreds of yeails ago, and
learned men'have been Using his rnethbaseie-riince."

. Though they still did not understand how it was done, A erto
i

and Dorinda accepted the explarigtion as truth because it came' froth
'Ricardo.

But they were now extremely unhappy.. Finally, Alberto said,
"I worked so hard for'the gold for my'bride's present. :To have half "

. of it stolen is a great loSs."'

16'7.#
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,1;yderhaps this will make, you feel better:, " Ricardo said, as

he 0-ought outaa white 15OX,,and opened it befOre their eyes.

Dorinda and-Albeao blinked in amazement as they sawa beautiful

bracelet 7- exactly like Dorinda's gleaming and sparkling against

-the red "velvet lining of the box. "Mario saki that the other half of

your gold is in this bracelet,-klborto," Ricardo salfil. "He wants

you to have it to make amends for what'he has done -and I, too,

think you should have it."
.

Dorinda's dyes beamed. And, for the first time in p long

while, she laughed. "V'hatevershall I do, Alberto, with two such

beautiful. brace-lets? "

"You shall wear one on each wrist and look twice as grand

as befote!" Alberto 4-cclaimed. And '14-7& took the second bracelet and

slipped it in place on'her arm:
ti

Then Dorinda and Albert8 heaped Praise and thanks upon

Ricardo, the town elder, for allhe had done. And to show their

gratitude they gave him a little lamb for'e gift.

,':Thank you very much , RIca'rdo said m'odest1y4, "but the

credit really should go to the, man who made the tests:"
;

"And "maybe we should\be 'thankful for the great Archimedes,

too'?" Alberto suggested, very proud that he was able to remember

and pronounce correctly. the name of this farhous man.

"Most certainly for the great Archimedes !'t the town elder

agreed, anklberto and Dorinda were taking their leave of him.

Then, turning 'back to the work on his desk, Ricardo smiled, think-

ing, "What a wonderful time Dorinda will have showing off her two

,.
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beadtiful bracelet's! My, how they do sparkle and gleam in-the
sunlight! "

end.

And he was very happy about the way.things turned out4in the -

jAsk the class:

CANYOU THINK OF ANY EXPERIMENTS OR TESTS THAT THE
LEARNED MAN IN THE STORY ,M1,0111AVE USEDPTO DETER-
MINE THAT DORINDA'S BRACELET WAS PARTLY SILVER`?

Let the children speculate.. Then hold up the three "mystery"
objects A, B and C.'

Do you. THINK. WE COULD USE THE SAME TESTS TO
DETERMINE WHETHER THESE OBJECTS ARE ALL CLAY OR
A COMBINATION't)F CLAY AND LEND?

J
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Activity B

Hold up the three "mystery" objects -- A., B and C -- and
elicit from the class ways to use the information they have
been acquiring to find out whether the objects are all clay,
mostly clay, partly lead or mostly lead. Then pick three dif-
ferent groups of five,childten each and have each group Weigh
and find-the displacement of one of the three. unkhowns. Have
the children doing the measuring call out their findings so that
the, rest iiithe class can record the resultS on'th-e--bottom of
Worksheet'35. After, all three objec4.s have been measured for
weight in paper cup units and for volume in number Of milli-

., meters the water rose inn the scaled cylinders, have each class .
member plot theseordeted pairs on Workshedt 35 and label
each point..,

\

...... . y

x.
ISO..... .. ............... . . .

.......::,

R.7.;
-pR

47*,

" * 4 t* tr.!' 4r4:4N":.',"11.r
WaiterVIsplecement in`MIIIImetern (VolureI.1

4

Discuss with the children the_locakie
unknown and.what. they might deciV4,(36
object if they used the itforn'atiotf show
graphs. A few questibris niay aid the 1 u

\
WtEcli OBJECT WEIGHS THE.LEAST1 4)jact A.)

tte point for each
ut the makeup of each

1;4 the clay and lead
sion:

WHICH OBJECT' HAS THE MOST dLAY?
I s

WHICH OBJECTWEIGHS THE MOST? (Object

16'":
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HICH

W HIGH

WHICH
OBJECT

OBJECT HAS

OBJECT H.t.9,

OBJECT HAS.
"C? Object

HE VOL MES OF ALL THREE OBJECTS WERE ABOU
AME, SO HOW DID WE MAKE OUR DECISIOt1---
eight measurements -- the heavier the object, t

THE MOST LEWD'? (Object CO

THE MIDDLE WEIGHT? (0b3iect

SOME LEAD, BUT NOT S MUC AS
1;.) .

lead it contained.,
Activity C
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'son -27r LEARNING WITH GRAPHS

V

In thi \lesson, the children will get experience in interpreting
line gra)obs. In Activity A the children look at a giyen point;
on a graphis\then theli'read the horizontal and vertical values
for that poiril\ In Activitl", B the children plot ordered pairs on
a graph and th n discuss these points. A new graph of tem-
perature

,

vs.,di es is introduced in-Activity C and the children
thse it to,a6Swer ueStions.

'\

Worksheets 36,and 37

miler

2.,"71-ROCE'

Activity A

,
childr n; o look at Worksheet 36.

.14
4
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Tell them that they are .g.90T-Witi k at points A through G on
their graph and find. V>What each point ,represents. Discuss
with your class wait the horitontal and Vecrtical numbers re-
present. Tell them that you would like to have them help you
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develop a chart on the chalkboard on which to recordthe val-
ues of points.A - G. Below is a sample chart: -.

Points
on

Graph
Rise in water level in mm. Weight in paper cups

A 3 - 5'

B 6 10

C 9. . 15'

D 12 .

20

E 15 . 25

F 14 4

G
.

'28
. .

8

T-I'

I -

J
,

8 . .
.

,

? 6
.

L .
.

Have the children look at point A, then read its valtie-on the
"over" axis. (3.) Record this information on the chalkboard.chart and ask for the vertical reading. (10.,)" Record it. 'It

-might help-some children in tracing from the point to the axes,
if they placeda ruler on the grid so that the edge of the ruler

,.Was even with the grid line on which the point was located.
This method could be demonstrated on the chalkboard. Ask
different cliildren to read and record the value of other points
until all lettered points have.beell recorded.
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Use questions like the following to continue the discussion
of the graph and the chart:

WHO CAN GIVE ME THE ORDERED PAIR FOR ANOTHER'
POINT ON THE LEAD LINE -- ONE THAT IS NOT LABELED
WITH A LETTER?.

WHO CAN GIVE ME THE ORDERED PAIR FOR ANOTHER
POINT ON THE CLAY LINE?

IF I HAD A PIECE OF CLAY WHICH DISPLACED WATER TO
THE 8-MILLIMETER LEVEL. WHAT WOULD IT WEIGH?

FROM A COMPARISON OF THE TWO GRAPHS CAN YOU(
TELL WHETHER A CERTAIN VOLUME OF LEADIS HEAVIER
THAN THE SAME VOLUME OF CLAY?

Ask the children to give .speCific comparisons, e.g. , ,"A

piece of clay of the volume that .makes the watef level-rise
six millimeters is equal to the weight of two paper cups, but
a piece of lead of the same volume is equal to the weight of
ten 'paper cups." Perhaps some children can then say that
lead is about five time heavier than clay , but this is not
required.

Activity B

List the following ordered pairs on the chalkboard,:

M (15 , 21)
N (3 ,14)
P (6,4)
Q (24 ,8)
R (23 ,17)

Ask the class to plot and label these points on Worksheet 36.
Remind the children that the first number of each pair is found
on the botto line, the "over" axis. When they have all
finished plotting the five points, .conduct a'discussion about
them, using.questions similar to these:

WARE ANY OF THE POINTS WE JUST PLOTTED ON OUR
GRAPH LINES FOR CLAY OR LEAD? (No.)



WHICH OBJECTS REPRESENTED BY THE POINTS M - R
COULD BE MADE UP MOSTLY OF LEAD? (M and N.)
WHY?. (They are nearer the lead line.)

WHICH OBJECTS REPRESENTED BY THE POINTS. M - R
COULD BE MADE UP MOSTLY OF CLAY? C (Q.)
WHY? .(It is nearer the clay line.).

THROUGH WHICH POINTS COULD YOU DRAW A LINE
THAT WOULD BE ABOUT AN EQUAL DISTANCE FROM
THE CLAY AND.THE LEAD LINES? (Through points
P and R.)

Activity C

Ask your class to' turn to Worksheet 37.
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Talk about the valuee represented by
the horizontal and vertical axes.
Call the chirdrents attention to the,
place on the worksheet where they
are tO record -their answers to the
qdeetions_you wiliread aloud. Read
the following queStiOnd end-ask- the
class to Study their graphs to find
the answers Have them record the
answers in the proper blank on the
,worksheet.

ON WHAT DATE WAS THE HIGHEST
TEMPERATURE RECORDED AND
WHAT WAS,THE TFMPERATURE?
(26, 33°).

ON.WHAt DATE WAS THE LOWEST
TEMPERATURE RECORDED AND
WHAT WAS THE:TEMPERATURE?
(18, 1°)

WHAT TEMPERATURE WAS
RECORDED THE MOST 'TIMES?

HOW MANY TIMES? (12° was recorded 5 times.)

WHAT TEMPERATURE WAS RECORD_ED-T-HE: SECOND

0

0.<

`
1
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4

i

GREATEST NUMBER OF TIMES? HOW MANY TIMES\WAS IT
RECORDED? (It wat a tie: 9° was recorded., 3 times;
le was recorded 3 times.) .

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE HIGHEST AND
LOWEST TEMPERATURE READINGS.? (33°

lo,,
32 °)

A

(--"
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5 SUMMARY

Upon completing this unit a child should:.

have increased his tendency to look for relationships be-
tween changes that he observes and to make these rela-
tionships evident by accumulating data in tabular and
graphical form.

be able to look at a graph he has made and explain it sim-
ply e.g., "This graph shciws how tall my plant was on
different days," or "This graph shows the relation of the
height of my plant to its age." He should not bes expected
to say, "This graph shows thenfunttional relation between
the'age and height of my plant."

understen that the movements of the three hands of the
standard twe e-hour clock represent different durations,
and that in "telling time," durations are counted from
twelve. He should have started to db some clock reading
and. should be given practice in this during the rest of the
school year.

know how to plotoi-dered pairs on a grid. He should know
that the first numeral of the pair is always plotted. he
"over" axis , and that the second numeral of the it
always plotted on the "up", axis. He should kn ,. for
example, that the point (3,2) on a grid is not th same as
the point (2,3).

have improved his measurement skills somewhat, particur
larly in reading the millimeter scale and in using the beam
balance.

This unit can be considered to have achieved its purpose if.
your children have made progress along the lines noted above.
Remember that each of these skills and concepts will be rein-
forced 'in later units.

..
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